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ABSTRACT 

 

The ocean covers approximately 71 percent of the earth surface. The understanding of turbulence 

distribution and its role in the surface water and ocean mixing is vital in studying ocean processes 

such as: heat flux across the ocean interface and momentum flux as well as gas transfer and 

biogeochemical processes. The scarcity of field data hinders turbulent kinetic energy dissipation 

rate (TKED), temperature dissipation rate (TD) universal parametrization within the upper ocean 

boundary layer, especially very near the surface. In this project, I investigated how TKED, TD, 

and surface heat fluxes vary at the surface boundary layer based on laboratory and field 

experiment. I have conducted laboratory experiments in the Air–Sea Interaction Saltwater Tank 

(ASIST) at the University of Miami. We try to simply simulate the ocean when the horizontal heat 

and eddy fluxes play a prominent role in the ocean, like the front. In the field experiment, the data 

were collected during the LAgrangian Submesoscale ExpeRiment (LASER) in the northern part 

of the GOM during the winter of 2016. LASER was undertaken by CARTHE (Consortium for 

Advanced Research on Transport of Hydrocarbons in the Environment) as a large scale study of 

oceanic surface lagrangian transport and dispersion. The R/V Walton Smith was used during 

LASER as a main mobile oceanographic and atmospheric sensor platform. As a part of the 

experiment, we have documented the presence of a submesoscale front generated by the interaction 

of cold Mississippi river water with continental shelf water, which may be affected by the warm 

loop current generated in the GOM. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION-TURBULENCE 

 

There are many opportunities to observe the turbulence surrounding us. Most flows occurring in 

nature and engineering applications are turbulent. The water in a river and channel; the smoke 

from a chimney, the earth-atmosphere boundary layer; the jet streams in the upper troposphere, 

and the airflow around aircraft wings, car, and ship are turbulence. The wake of the earth in the 

solar wind, the combustion processes, the flow behind the grid, and the current in the ocean are 

turbulent. The turbulence cause us to have an awkward trip when the aircraft experience air 

turbulence; however, it can be useful when you use turbulence to mix the sugar on your coffee. As 

the universe is a highly turbulent place, we need to understand the manner of turbulence flows.  

 

1.1. Turbulence 

 

The first difficulty in dealing with the turbulence is finding a formal and adequate definition of the 

turbulent flow. Since it is difficult to give a precise definition to the turbulent flow, all we can do 

is to list its characteristic attributes. The turbulent flow is characterized by irregularity, diffusivity, 

large Reynolds number, vorticity, and dissipation. An essential feature of the turbulence is its 

irregularity or randomness of the flow. Flow is random when the fluid velocity field varies 

irregularly and significantly in both time and position. The turbulence diffusivity causes rapid 

mixing and spreads the velocity fluctuation through the flow.  The turbulent flow is characterized 

by a nondimensional parameter known as the Reynolds number,Re = UL/ν, where U  is the flow 

speed, L is a characteristic length scale of the flow, and ν is the kinematic viscosity of the flow. 

Turbulent flows usually are generated at high Reynolds number, for example, in the pipe-flow 
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experiment, if the Re is higher than 4000, the flow is turbulence, and if it is below 2300, the flow 

is laminar (Pope 2001). Turbulent flow is characterized by a high level of three-dimensional 

vorticity fluctuations, and the turbulence has non-zero vorticity, that is, ω⃗⃗ ≡ ∇⃗⃗ ∗ U⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ is non zero. The 

rotational flow is associated with different eddies size that the biggest one has most of the energy 

of the flow. The interaction among the various size of the eddies causes the energy passes from 

the larger scale to smaller ones, which is called the cascade process. In the smallest eddies, the 

energy is dissipated through viscosity to heat (Thorpe 2007), which is called Turbulent kinetic 

energy dissipation rate (TKED), ε.  

 

1.2. Ocean turbulence  

 

Turbulence is the dominant physical process in the ocean. In the ocean, turbulence plays a 

significant role in the surface process like surface heat flux (Pinker et al., 2014), gas transfer (Garbe 

et al., 2014 and Pereira et al., 2018), biogeochemical process (Michale et al., 2017), distribution 

and mixing of nutrients (Patterson et al., 1993), light propagation (Funk 1973), and resuspension 

of sediment in shallow waters (Kularatne and Pattiaratchi 2008). 

Lamont and Scott (1970) observed that turbulence enhances the rate of gas exchange by renewing 

the surface mass content with small eddies. The eddies bring fresh water to the ocean surface where 

diffusion can happen and increase the gas exchange. Lamont and Scott (1970) related the gas 

transfer velocity K to the surface boundary layer turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate as k ∝

(εϑ)1/4Sc−n1, where Sc is Schmidt number, and n1 vary between 
1

2
 to 

2

3
 based on the surface, the 

surface contamination. Moving fresh water to the surface by small eddies will increase the surface 

heat fluxes also. The turbulence sensible heat flux was calculated by the H = ρcpθw′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ (Zielinski et 
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al., 2018), where ρ is density, cp is specific heat and  θw′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ is the covariance of the turbulent 

fluctuate on of temperature (θ) and vertical velocity (w′). Badgley (1966) observed that the heat 

exchange at the water surface without ice is intense, and the rate of heat transfer between air and 

ocean at open water is two orders of magnitude larger than mature ice.  

Rothschild and Osborn (1988) expressed that the turbulence on the boundary layer is important for 

the encounter rate of aquatic microorganisms and their prey by bringing predators and prey close 

to each other. Rothschild and Osborn (1988) introduced the encounter rate, Z, of planktonic 

predator and their prey under turbulence condition as  Z = cπR2(Ur2 + Vs2 + 2Wt2), where C 

and Ur are the concentration and randomly directed behavioral motion of prey particles, R is the 

reactive distance, Vs is swimming velocity, and Wt is the root mean square turbulent velocity. 

However, turbulence brings nutrient-rich water into contact with plankton cells; they also 

transported plankton away from growth and production (Pearman et al., 2017 and Pecseli et al., 

2019). The microorganism or plankton themselves are a crucial source of food for larger aquatic 

organisms like fish and whales. The distribution of plankton in the ocean boundary layer is related 

to the nature of turbulent in both directions (Platt 1972, Macias et al., 2013; and Michalec et al., 

2020).  

The turbulence eddies also can be important in the oil spill, like the Deepwater Horizon oil spill 

that is considered to be the largest marine oil spill affecting the environment intensely (Wang et 

al., 2016). By spilling oil into the ocean, a thin film of the oil spreads at the water surface. The 

turbulence can disintegrate the oil film into small oil droplets, and that way, the speed of diffusion 

increases (Hoult 1972 and Nissanka et al., 2018). The small droplet can be dispersed vertically in 

the water column by turbulent diffusion, and the larger oil droplet stays on the surface and 

contaminates the animals and shoreline. 
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1.3. Objective  and Experiments 

 

The turbulence at the ocean surface boundary layer plays a significant role in the air-sea gas 

exchange, biogeochemical cycles, and pollutant transport such as accumulation and subduction of 

carbon, heat, salt, and dissolved gasses, oil droplets, and phytoplankton from the ocean’s surface 

to its interior. Research has been conducted pertaining to the turbulence within the ocean boundary 

layer. The paucity of field data and observing turbulence centimeters below the water surface 

hinders the universal parameterization of the turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate (TKED) and 

temperature dissipation rate (TD) within the upper ocean boundary layer. In this research work, 

we present a set of laboratory and field experiments to investigate the variation of TKED and TD 

on the surface oceanic boundary layer under the different internal and surface forcings conditions. 

 Due to the gaps in understanding the very near surface process in the field, the laboratory 

experiment could be a helpful way of understanding the boundary process in field conditions.  

As controlling of the condition in the ocean field is difficult, the laboratory experiment was carried 

out in the Air-Sea Interaction Saltwater Tank (ASIST) at the University of Miami (Fig. 1). The 

tank was equipped with the heater grid and turbulence generating grid. The internal turbulence 

generates in the ASIST tank by passing water from the grids, and its combination with the surface 

convection and waves can be the simulation of the ocean in the lab. The data were collected by the 

VMP 200 (for more detail, look at Appendix F) with distance from the grid and at the top surface 

boundary layer, z=0 – 0.16 m. The results and detailed experimental method is explained in chapter 

2. 
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Fig. 1. The ASIST tank of the University of Miami equipped with heater grid and turbulence 

generating-grid. Data were collected by VMP and Current meter (Infinity-EM, Model AEM-USB). 

 

The lab experiment gives us a general idea about the ocean process, and by having the general 

view about the turbulence within the boundary layer, we investigate the nature of turbulence on 

the oceanic boundary layer.  
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Fig. 2. The location of the LASER and SPLASH experiments in the Gulf of Mexico 

(www.google.com/earth). 

 

The data used for our studying was collected during the LAgrangian Submesoscale ExpeRiment 

(LASER) in the northern Gulf of Mexico between 88.2 ̊-88.4 ̊ W and 28.2 ̊ - 28.3 ̊ N during January 

2016 and Submesoscale Processes and Lagrangian Analysis on the Shelf (SPLASH) between 

86.3 ̊-90.3 ̊ W and 27.5 ̊ - 28.9 ̊ N during April 2017. 

The work days for the LASER and SPLASH experiments were as follows 
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For the  LASER experiment 

• January 29:    15:21  pm till 20:09  pm  (UTC)     -12 profiles  ( 10 Up-cast) 

• January 30:    16.21  pm till 21.02  pm  (UTC)     - 33 profiles ( 30 Up-cast) 

• January 31:    16.24  pm till 20.14  pm  (UTC)     - 27 profiles ( 24 Up-cast) 

And for the SPLASH experiment 

• April 19:         15:07  pm till 17:11  pm  (UTC)    - 23 profiles ( 19 Up-cast)  

• April 20:         18:55  pm till 21:49  pm  (UTC)    - 21 profiles ( 17 Up-cast)  

• April 24:         17:26  pm till 1:20   am   (UTC)    - 24 profiles ( 24 Up-cast)  

 

In this study, the high-resolution microstructure measurements were used from the LAgrangian 

Submesoscale ExpeRiment (LASER). The LASER was conducted to understand the submesoscale 

ocean currents in the northern part of the Gulf of Mexico, where the interaction of the Mississipi 

River plume and continental shelf waters create multiple submesoscale fronts. The water in the 

Mississipi side was cold and vertically stratified (CVS); however, the water was warm and 

horizontally stratified (WHS) on the other side of the front. In this experiment, we have 

investigated how the TKED, TD, surface heat fluxes, and turbulent heat fluxes change across the 

front. In chapter 3, we present the results of the turbulence process across the front. 
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CHAPTER 2: THE RESPONSE OF THE WATER SURFACE LAYER TO INTERNAL 

TURBULENCE AND SURFACE FORCING 

 

2.1. Abstract 

 

The aim of this research is to experimentally study how the turbulent kinetic energy dissipation 

rate (TKED or ε) and temperature dissipation rate (TD or εθ) change within the surface boundary 

layer of a grid generated turbulent flow. In our experiment, the minimum turbulence Reynolds 

number, Reλ, calculated based on the Taylor microscale, λ,was Reλ= 487 for the mean water flow 

velocity of 0.066 m/s. 

We have carried out an experimental study of the turbulence kinetic energy dissipation rate (TKED 

or ε) and temperature dissipation rate (TD or εθ) within the water surface layer in the presence of 

internal turbulence, nonbreaking wave, and surface convection.  

 We noted that the nonbreaking wave dominates the TKED values within the surface layer. While 

analyzing the vertical TKED variability, the presence of a wave affected layer from the water 

surface to a depth of z ≈ 1.25 λw is observed, where  λw is the wavelength.  The TKED associated 

with nonbreaking waves ε ranged to 4.9 × 10−6 − 7 × 10−6 m2/s3  for the wavelength range of 

0.038 m < λw< 0.098 m categorized as the gravity and gravity-capillary  wave regimes (Munk et 

al., 1951, Laxague et al., 2016, Chen et al., 2016). 

The TKED values increases for longer  λw and nonbreaking wave TKED values represent their 

significant contribution to the ocean energy budget and dynamic of surface layer considering that 

it covers the large fraction of surface wave (Bogucki et al., 2020, Anguelova et al., 2006}. We also 

found that the surface mean square slope (MSS) and wave generated TKED have the same order 
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of magnitude, i.e., MSS ~ε. Besides, we have documented that the small-scale temperature 

fluctuation change (TD) is consistent with the large-scale temperature gradient change (d<T>/dz). 

The value of the THF is approximately constant within the surface layer. It represents that the 

measured THF near the water surface can be considered a surface water THF, challenging to 

measure directly. 

The power-law decay for temperature variance, < θ2 > ~x−m where x is the distance from the 

grid, equals m=1.13, and for TD, < εθ > ~x
−(m+1) equals m=1.25. The power-law decay for 

TKED, < ε > ~x−(n+1), equals 1.01<n<1.18 for different mean velocities. Our observations 

indicate in addition to the grid-generated turbulence and heater grid, there are other spatially 

distributed sources of temperature and energy variance within the tank.  

 

2.2. Introduction 

 

The ocean covers approximately 71 percent of the earth surface. The understanding of TKED 

distribution and the TKED role in the surface water and ocean mixing is vital in studying ocean 

processes such as: heat flux across the ocean interface (Pinker et al. 2014) and momentum flux as 

well as gas transfer and biogeochemical processes (Pereira et al. 2018, Garbe et al. 2014 and Hicks 

et al. 1976). At the air-sea interface, the exchange of heat, moisture, momentum and gas transfer 

is carried out by molecular transfer processes, but away from the surface, at a depth greater 

than~1mm, the turbulence dominates the mixing processes (Dourado and Oliveira 2001).  

The TKED can be found from the relationship ε = 2ν < sijsij > (Pope 2001), where sij is the 

fluctuating rate of strain: sij =
1

2
(
∂ui

′

∂xj
+
∂uj

′

∂xi
). Here  ν is the kinematic molecular viscosity, i and 

j=1, 2 and 3, ui
′ represents the fluctuating part of the velocity components in the x, y, and z-
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directions, respectively and < > is the ensemble average. The rate of temperature dissipation TD 

or εθ, comes from the equation εθ = 2Kθ < (
∂θ

∂xi
)2 > = 2Kθ < (

∂θ

∂x
)2 + (

∂θ

∂y
)2 + (

∂θ

∂z
)2 > (Pope 

2001), where Kθ is the thermal molecular diffusivity, and θ is the fluctuating part of temperature. 

 

The vertical TKED (Sutherland et al., 2013) and the rate of the TD variability (Bogucki et al., 

2015) have been investigated within the upper ocean boundary layer while the boundary layer 

influenced by the surface forcing such as heat flux (Fredrikson et al., 2016), surface wave (Wang 

and Wijesekera 2018)), wind stress (Wuest et al., 2000) and internal sources of turbulence (Wain 

et al., 2015). 

Fredriksson et al. (2016) simulated a numerical model to calculate the TKED for a free surface 

flow driven by natural convection. They found that the oceanic free convection results in a sharp 

change of TKED beneath the water surface. Wuest ei al. (2000) measured the TKED in the wind-

forced stratified water, and observed that ≈90 % of turbulent kinetic energy was dissipated within 

the upper boundary layer. Terray et al. (1996) investigated the TKED under breaking waves, and 

observed a large uniform TKED from the surface water to a depth of z=0.6Hs, where Hs is the 

significant wave height. Babanin and Haus (2009) conducted a laboratory experiment to measure 

the TKED beneath monochromatic nonbreaking waves, which showed the presence of TKED.  

Given that the percentage of the ocean surface covered by wave breaking under strong wind is less 

than 10 % (Anguelova et al., 2006), it indicates the significant role of the nonbreaking wave on 

the ocean budget. Babanin and Haus (2009) conducted a laboratory experiment to measure  ε 

beneath monochromatic nonbreaking waves, which showed the presence of ε. Bogucki et al.  

(2020) observed that  ε associated with nonbreaking solitary waves ranged to ε ≈3*10−4m2/s3for 

a wave amplitude of 50 cm. The scarcity of field data hinders  ε and χ universal parametrization 
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within the upper ocean boundary layer, especially very near the surface. This paper presents 

laboratory experiments in the Air-Sea Interaction Saltwater Tank (ASIST) at the University of 

Miami. We try to simply simulate the ocean when the horizontal heat and eddy fluxes play a 

prominent role in the ocean, like the Front in the Gulf of Mexico where the Missipi river with 

massive horizontal eddy fluxes reach the ocean and generate the Front (Barkan et al., 2017 and 

Bogucki et al., 2020). We investigate the THF, ε and χ variability very close to the air-sea interface, 

0.5 cm beneath the water surface, when subject to the internal turbulence, surface convection, and 

nonbreaking wave categorized as the gravity and gravity-capillary wave regimes (Munk et al., 195, 

Laxague et al., 2016 and Chen et al., 2016). The sources of turbulence and temperature flux in our 

experiment and the experimental setup, are addressed in section 2. Section 3 describes the 

experimental results , ε, χ, and THF. Finally, a conclusion is given in section 4. 

 

2.3. Experimental setup, data acquisition and analysis 

  

We simulated the oceanic-like forcing in our laboratory experiment by having the three turbulence 

sources, i.e., the internal sources of turbulence, surface convection, and nonbreaking surface 

waves. 

2.3.1. Experimental setup 

 

The experiments were conducted in the ASIST tank at the University of Miami, equipped with the 

turbulence generating grid and a heated-grid  (Figure 3). The tank walls are constructed of acrylic 

panels with a thickness of 0.024 m and have dimensions 15 m long, 1 m wide, and 1 m high. In 

our experiment, we analyzed data for the mean water flow velocity of <U> = 0.066  m/s, 0.125 

m/s, 0.167 m/s, and 0.183 m/s. The heated-grid was located at the tank entrance, and the 
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turbulence-generating grid was mounted 0.5 m behind the heater. The freshwater depth during the 

experiment was kept constant, dt= 0.5 m. The thickness of the bar of the grid was db =0.02 m, and 

the distance between the centers of two cells on the grid horizontally and vertically was M= 0.1 

m. The solidity of the grid was σ = 0.36 (Murzyn et al., 2005). 

The grid Reynolds number was given by  ReM =
σM<U>

ν
 (Grzelak and Wiercinski 2005) in our 

experiment which equals to ReM  = 2366, 4482, 5988 and 6630 for the velocity of < U > = 0.066 

m/s , 0.125 m/s, 0.167 m/s, and 0.183 m/s, respectively. The minimum turbulence Reynolds 

number, Reλ = 
<ui

′>rms 

ν
λ, calculated based on the Taylor microscale, λ ≈√

15ν

ε
< ui

′ >rms, was 487 

for mean water flow velocity of 0.066 m/s, where < ui
′ >rms is root mean square of the velocity 

fluctuation (Tennekes et al., 1972). The flow velocity was measured with a current meter (Infinity-

EM, Model AEM-USB) with a sampling rate of 10 Hz. The Rockland Scientific vertical 

microstructure profiler (VMP200) (Lueck et al., 2002, Macoun et al., 2004, Lueck et al., 2010 and 

Lueck2013) was used to measure the ε and χ with a sampling rate of 512 Hz. The VMP200 was 

equipped with two shear sensors that the sensors sampled the small-scale shear component.  

The shear probe, called the airfoil probe, was initially developed for the wind tunnel work (Siddon 

et al., 1965), and Osborn (1980) adopted it for oceanic measurements.  The shear probe senses 

velocity fluctuations cross-stream to its travel direction. The VMP200 was also equipped with a 

fast thermistor FP07. The response time of the thermistor FP07 is 7 ms in water for the speed of 1 

m/s  (Lueck et al., 2013). The speed increase causes the decrease of thermistor response time. The 

temperature resolution of the FP07 is 0.0001 C. The measured temperature temporal gradients 
∂θ

∂t
 

via Taylor's frozen hypothesis to 
∂θ

∂x
=

1

<U>

∂θ

∂t
. The VMP was mounted horizontally in the tank 
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(Figure 3), and it collected a time series of the velocity shear and temperature at a depth range of 

0.5 cm $< z < 25$ cm. By considering the standard assumption that the oceanic flow can be 

approximated by idealized homogenous and isotropic turbulence, the ε values were calculated by 

the VMP200 measured shear spectrum ψ(K) as (Lueck et al. 2002):ε ≈  
15

2
 ν ∫ ψ(K)dK

∞

0
, where 

K is the wavenumber, and ν is the kinematic viscosity. The shear probe's finite spatial size causes 

it to spatially average the smallest eddies for large K. The lost variance is corrected with a transfer 

function (Macoun et al., 2004). The shear spectrum is also fixed for the vibration-coherent portion 

by the Goodman et al.' technique (Goodman et al., 2006). Kolmogorov (Kolmogorov et al., 1991) 

derived the shear spectrum by assuming that the larges scales of turbulence are much larger than 

the Kolmogorov scale. Kolmogorov (Kolmogorov et al., 1991) presented that the shear spectrum 

is proportional to K1/3 in the inertial subrange. Due to difficulties in resolving eddies scales smaller 

than the Kolmogorov length (Peterson et al., 2014), the shear spectrum can be fitted with an 

empirical turbulence spectrum such as the Nasmyth spectrum (Oakey et al., 1982 and Lueck et 

al.,2013) over the viscous and inertial subrange. The Nasmyth spectrum's integral over the 

wavenumber is considered as a ε value in this paper. 
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Fig. 3. (a) A schematic of the ASIST tank at the University of Miami. Heated-grid and grid 

generated turbulence were installed at the tank entrance. The vertical microstructure profiler 

(VMP), laser slope, and current meter locations from turbulence generating grid are shown by x/M.  

The insets indicate a side view of the instrument's vertical position at the tank with a fresh-water 

level of 0.5 m and the turbulence generating grid's mesh shape. (b) A schematic of internal and 

surface sources of turbulence. The blue arrows show the direction of the mean flow velocity. The 

swirl lines represent the background or internal turbulence generated by the grid. 
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The rate of temperature dissipation TD (or χ) can be obtained from the VMP measured one 

dimensional temperature gradient spectra, Φ(K), as (Bluteau et al. 2017): χ ≈  6 Kθ ∫ Φ(K)dK
∞

0
, 

where Kθ is the thermal molecular diffusivity. For measuring χvalues in this paper, we first find 

the fitting line for temperature gradient spectra along the dropping part of the spectrum. χ values 

were measured by multiplying 6Kθ with the integral of the temperature gradient spectrum and 

fitting line along the wavenumber domain. A sophisticated thermistor signal processing, installed 

on the VMP200, minimizes the electronics noise. Therefore, the measured temperature spectra are 

only limited by the thermistor inertia (Lueck et al., 2002). When traveling through the water 

column is faster than 0.1 m/s, the thermistor (FP07) used in the VMP200 does not fully resolve 

the temperature variance of the temperature field (Lueck 1977), considering that we did not 

implement the thermistor spectral response function correction on the χ values 

\cite{lueck1977spectral} (Figure 3b). The correction of χ values is difficult because the 

thermistor's response time has been found to depend on the VMP velocity (Lueck et al., 1977) and 

thickness of the glass coating of the sensor tip (Nash et al., 1999) that varies for each individual 

thermistor. Nash et al. (1999) observed that only 1 % of the temperature gradient variance could 

be resolved at a profiler of 0.6 m/s for χ values larger than 1 *10−6C2/s. The VMP200-measured 

χ values are the underestimates of the χ for the mean flow velocity of faster than  0.1 m/s. The 

imprecise-measured values present the χ behavior within the surface layer, and due to that, we 

present χ values in this paper (Figures 3a and 4b). 

The direction of the flow and the VMP probes generates an instantaneous angle of attack (see 

Appendix G). The angle of attack was one of the most critical parameters that could affect the 

VMP results. The effects of this angle on ε and χ results were investigated in the ASIST tank. The 
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shear and thermistor probe results were found to be consistent for an angle of attack <12 degree, 

with an error of about 10 % and 20 % for the shear and the thermistor probes, respectively. The 

angle of attack was kept less than 1 degree in experiment that gave an error of less than 2 %. 

The nonbreaking waves were observed to be propagated and spread uniformly along the tank. 

We are unsure of the source of propagating waves; therefore, the generated-wave may not be 

entirely representative of the effects of actual ocean waves. We speculate that the surface stress 

created by the friction between the moving water and the stationary air contribute partially to 

generate a surface wave in addition to the grid. The sidewall also effects on the wave's generation 

for larger flow velocity.  

 

Table 1. The table presents the wave parameters like wavelength and the wave height of the created 

surface wave for different mean flow velocities and the summary of the paper. 

 

The laser wave slope instrument is used to measure the water surface slope, dη/dx (installed 1.35 

m in front of the VMP). The η is the surface elevation that equals η=0.5H, where H is wave height. 

The point height/slope gauge consisted of an Argon-Ion (488 nm–blue) laser transmitting 2W of 

power whose beam was directed upward through the water surface. Above the tank along the 

sidewall, a line-scan camera observed the surface spot and tracked the vertical movement (Donelan 
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et. al., 2009). The surface slope spectrum P(K) is equivalent to K2S(K) where S(K) is the elevation 

spectrum of η, and the mean square slope is MSS = ∫ K2S(K)dx
∞

0
 (Elfouhaily et. al., 1997). 

 

2.3.2.  Internal source of turbulence 

 

The internal source of turbulence, or pre-existing source of turbulence, in the ocean was simulated 

by the grid generated turbulence, which was created by passing water through a solid grid (Figure 

3). The values of ε, χ, and temperature variance, <θ2>, decay with distance from the grid which 

are proportional to ε ≈ x−(n+1), χ ≈
n<U>B

2
x−(m+1), and < θ2 > ≈ (x)−m, respectively (Zhou et. 

al., 2000) (see Appendix A). The power-law exponent of m and n are to be determined empirically. 

Antonia et al. (1998) showed a value of n to be n=1.28, and more recently, Hearst and Lavoie 

(2014) found a value of n = 1.37 and 1.39 behind a square-fractal-element grid. Warhaft and 

Lumley (1978) found that the temperature decay rate varied over a wide range of 0.87<m<3.09. 

 

2.3.3.  Convection and turbulent heat flux 

 

In the experiment, the mean water temperature at a depth of z= 0.15 m was <T>= 26.82 c (Figure 

4) and the air temperature was <T>= 25.70 c at 0.2 m above the water surface. The heat transfer 

from the freshwater to air resulted in thermal convection in our experiment as salinity was 

approximately zero within the water depth. Convection affects the vertical transport of heat, 

momentum, and other properties. Despite their importance to ocean circulation within the upper 

ocean boundary layer (Soloviev et al., 2001), the vertical fluxes of heat and momentum are only 
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estimated indirectly. The turbulent heat flux (THF) was estimated as THF ≈ ρcp < w′θ > (Moum 

et. al., 1996), where ρ is water density and the cp is water specific heat. We followed the Osborn 

and Cox (1972) approach to determine the value of turbulent temperature flux < w′θ >. For the 

steady and homogeneous turbulence, by retaining only vertical dependence and by neglecting the 

surface wave for simplicity, the turbulent temperature flux is given by (Ruddick et. al., 1997) (see 

Appendix B): 

< w′θ >
∂<T>

∂z
= − Kθ < (∇θ)2 >= −

1

2
χ                                                                                            (1) 

The values of χ and temperature gradient Tz = 
∂<T>

∂z
 were measured in our experiment, therefore, 

the value of the turbulent temperature flux can be estimated as < w′θ > = −
1

2
χ/Tz. Hence, the 

THF equation is rewritten as 

THF ≈ ρcp
χ

Tz
                                                                                                                       (2) 

 

2.3.4.  Turbulence Scaling 

 

Normalizing of ε aids in understanding which processes have significant effects on the surface 

layer turbulence (Esters et. al., 2018 and Fredriksson et al., 2016). The upper-ocean turbulence is 

predominantly generated due to atmosphere-ocean interaction by convection and surface wave 

(Esters et al., 2018).  The base of our understanding of the vertical turbulence variability within 

the surface boundary layers in the ocean is mainly based on the turbulent flow studies over the 

solid wall-layer turbulence with the corresponding ‘‘law of the wall’’ (LOW), ε =  
u∗
3

(kz)
, where 

k=0.41 is von Karman’s constant (Kitaigorodskii et. al., 1983 and Gargett et. al.,1989) and  u∗ is 
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friction velocity.is water-side friction velocity defined as u∗  = √τ/ρ,. Here $\tau$ is wind stress 

that assumes to be constant across air-sea interface so that τ = u∗
2ρ = u∗a

2ρa,  (Sutherland et. al., 

2013), where u∗a and ρa are water-side friction velocity and air density, respectively. Terray et 

al.(1996) suggested enhanced values for ε relative to the LOW in the upper ocean, and we used 

their scaling method for wave-generated turbulence, εwave (see Appendix C). In addition to wave, 

the transfer of heat between water and air increases ε within the upper ocean boundary layer (Esters 

et. al., 2018) due to that the surface buoyancy flux, B0, is used to investigate the surface convection 

role on turbulence (Fredriksson et. al., 2016 and Zahariev et al., 1997). 

B0 = −cp
−1ρ−1gαQ + ρ−1gβsE                                                                                                                     (16) 

 Where g is gravity, α is the thermal expansion coefficient of water, β is the coefficient of salinity 

expansion, s is the surface salinity, and E is the evaporation rate. 

 

2.4. Results and discussion 

 

Two sets of experiments were conducted. The first set was to establish the power-law exponent of 

m and n. The data was collected at a depth of z= 0.25 m downstream of the grid-generated 

turbulence, 25< x/M<38, and at an equal distance from the horizontal sidewalls. In the second set 

of experiments, the data were collected within the surface boundary layer at a x/M =37 to clarify 

how the magnitudes of THF, χ, and ε change when approaching the water surface.  
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the Shear spectrum with Nasmyth spectrum for <U>=0.167 m/s at x/M=37 

and depth of z=0.25 m. Kc is wave number in the unit of cpm that it equals to Kc = K/(2π). The 

spectrum peak is shown with a red star, and the red arrow shows the rising part of the spectrum. 

 

The data was collected between depths of 0.005 m< z < 0.17 m vertically and at an equal distance 

from sidewalls. The heater was set to the high setting (P_0=8.3 kW) when χ and ε were measured. 

As mentioned in section 2.1, χ and ε values are measured by temperature spectrum and empirical 

Nasmyth spectrum. Comparing the shear spectrum with the Nasmyth spectrum for <U>=0.167 m/s 

at x/M= 37 indicates an acceptable fitness between the graphs (Figure 4). The shear spectrum (see 

Appendix H)starts to rise at a wavenumber by a factor of 70 below its peak (Figure 4), which 

shows the spectrum contains more than 90 % of all shear variance as mentioned in Rockland 

scientific international note 28 (Lueck et. al., 2013). 
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This section uses four parts to represent the results of our experiment. Section 3.1 displays the 

power-law decay results and the modified grid-generated turbulence model. The changes in THF, 

χ , and ε within the surface boundary layer are presented in sections 3.2 and 3.3. Finally, the effects 

of nonbreaking waves on the near-surface ε are shown in section 3.4. 

 

2.4.1. Steady and spatially decaying background turbulence-grid generated turbulence 

 

The VMP200 (Lueck et. al., 2002) measured ε, χ, and temperature variance <θ2> at a constant 

depth of z=0.25 m and selected distances along the tank centerline (25<x/M<38) for <U>=0.183 

m/s. The data collected for <U>=0.167 were measured between 28<x/M<38. 

 We estimated a background heat flux of about 25 w/m2 from the equation of  Q ≈

|(ρcp Kθ
∂<T>

∂z
)/Aw| (Wells et. al., 2009), where Aw is the water surface area. It likely changes 

during the experiments (The measured background heat flux is the summation of heat transfer from 

all sides of the tank walls and the water surface through the whole length of the tank).  

The linear fitting line is used to find the power-law exponent for χ and <θ2> that they were m=1.13 

and m=1.25, respectively (Figure 3). We found that the power-law exponent for the decay of 

$\epsilon$ values was n= 1.04 and 1.16 for the flow velocities of 0.167 m/s and 0.183 m/s, 

respectively (Figure 3). Based on observed ε and χ in our experiment (Figure 3) and following 

Zhou et al. (Zhou et. al., 2000) and Bogucki et al. (2018) we found the following set of equations 

for χ and ε as a function of mean flow velocity <U> and distance to turbulence-generating grid x: 

 χ = 0.2 
1

<U>
 P0

2 (
x

M
)−2.13                                                                                                               (3) 
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Fig 5.  (a) Temperature variance (θ2) and TD (εθ) values along the streamwise direction are shown. 

The dashed blue line and the brown line are the least-square linear regression of the θ2 and εθ 

profiles, respectively. The mean flow velocity was <U>=0.183 m/s and the black arrow shows the 

reverse trend of the data resulting from the opening roof. (b) The normalized value of ε/(<U>^3/M)  

along the streamwise direction is shown. The black and red lines are fitting lines of the data for 

0.167 m/s and 0.183 m/s, respectively. The data were collected at z=0.25 m. The heated-grid power 

was P0=8.3 kW for both graphs of a and b. Also we can modify the grid generated turbulence by 

power-law decay exponent for TKED and TD (See Appendix D). 
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and  

ε = 5 < U >3  (
x

M
)−2.1                                                                                                                  (4) 

The set of equations are defined due to observed m and n in our experiment. The values are 

considered to be as m+1=1.13+1=2.13 for χ and the average of n+1=(1.04+1.16)/2+1=2.1 for ε 

.To have the χ in[c2/s] and ε in [m2/s3], the <U> has to be expressed in [m/s]}, the P0 in [W], and 

the factors of 0.2 and 5 have units of [mc2/j2], and [1/m], respectively. 

  

2.4.2. Observations of free convective flow and associated vertical heat flux 

 

Data was collected at x/M=36 where the tank roof was covered, and the air-water temperature 

difference was approximately uniform during the experiment. The average net surface vertical heat 

flux of Q ≈ |25|w/m2 in our experiment was not substantial in comparison to the mean range of 

net vertical heat flux in the ocean Q ≈ |150|w/m2 (Carton et al., 2018), and also the heated-grid 

generated a horizontal heat flux of 16.6 kw/m2, which is smaller than the Kuroshio front region. 

The maximum Kuroshio current-caused horizontal heat flux is ~6.2 ∗ 104 kw/m2 for a mixed 

boundary layer of Lm = 35 m (Pan and Sun 2018). 

Fig. 6 depicts the vertical temperature, TD and vertical turbulent heat flux, and Fig. 6a depicts the 

vertical temperature profile. The temperature gradient increases near the water surface at a depth 

of z=0.028 m up to the water surface (Fig. 6a) due to the surface heat flux. The positive temperature 

gradient, due to the cooling of the water surface, results in the near-surface convection in our 

experiment. 
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Fig. 6. (a) The vertical profile of temperature, (b) the vertical profile of TD rate (εθ) and (c) the 

vertical profile of turbulent heat flux < w′θ >= −0.5 εθ/(∂T/∂z) are depicted. The data for all 

three graphs were collected at a downstream distance of x/M = 36. The mean flow velocity is 

<U>=0.183 m/s and the heater has high-setting power. The dashed red lines show the depth that 

the change rate of the temperature gradient (a) and TD (b) vary. The red line is the fitting line of 

the graph. Note, the near-surface turbulent heat flux < w′θ > is approximately constant as denoted 

by the red line segment (c).  

An appropriate normalization method is not identified for TD values; therefore, the TD values are 

depicted as an non-normalized values in Fig .6b similar to the Bogucki et al. (2015) and Peterson 
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and Fer (2014) works. Comparing Fig. 6a and 6b reveals that the change rate of TD varies when 

the temperature gradient changes. The value of TD increases by approaching the water surface 

(Fig. 6b) as the temperature gradient increases, which shows that the large scale vertical 

temperature gradient change, < dT >/dz, is consistent with the value of small scale temperature 

fluctuation, TD. The value of the vertical turbulent heat flux, < w′θ >, can be found by dividing 

the value of TD, εθ, by the vertical temperature gradient, < dT >/dz, from Equation 2. The 

average of the THF values (the red line shows it in Figure 4c) are approximately constant within 

the surface layer; however, the THF's variance increases up to 50 %  at 0<z<0.028 m, which is in 

the range of the wave-effected layer (see Fig. 5c). 

 

2.4.3. Vertical TKED profile observations 

 

The data was collected at x/M=37 from a depth of z=0.17 m up to z=0.005 m to investigate the 

vertical TKED profile. Scaling of the TKED aids in understanding and describing the physics of 

the boundary layer (Figure 7). The TKED is normalized by the grid-generated TKED called 

''background turbulence'' ε0 (Figure 7a). The surface buoyancy flux B0  (Equation 3) and the wave-

generated TKED εWave (Equation 5) is also used to normalize the TKED (Figures 7b and c). 

The ε0 was measured at the tank center (z=0.25 m). The background turbulence ranges between 

ε0 ≈ 0.5 − 3 × 10
−5m2/s3 that are within the subset of ocean TKED range, ε ≈ 10−11 − 10−3 

m2/s3 (Mcmillan et al., 2016, Lozovatsky et al., 2017, Evans et al., 2018). The normalized TKED 

with background turbulence for different velocities converge together in deeper water; however, 

they diverge by approaching the water surface (z>0.02 m). 
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In Figure 7b, the TKED values ε are normalized with the summation of the surface buoyancy flux 

B0 and background turbulence ε0., i.e., ε/(ε0 + B0) (Figure 7b). The Obukhov length scale  L0 

(Soloviev et al., 2001) is used to normalize the water depth (Figure 7b), which characterizes the 

relative importance of the shear and buoyant convection in the boundary layer (Markowski et al., 

2019, Soloviev et al., 2001). Given that the air temperature, humidity, and water temperature did 

not change during the experiment, the change of the surface buoyancy flux B0 for the mean flow 

velocity range of 0.066 m/s to 0.183 m/s was small ≈2.8 % (Table 1). The similar rates for both 

scaling methods (Figures 7a and b) suggest that the background turbulence is larger than the 

turbulence generated with the surface convection, and the convergence of  ε/ε0 in depth indicates 

the dominance of the grid-generated turbulence. 

The nonbreaking surface wave is another source of turbulence in addition to the surface 

convection. The doppler shifting correction (Drennan et al., 1994, Collins et al., 2017), was 

performed on the surface elevation spectrum and graphed in Figure 8a for the mean flow velocity 

of <U>=0.125 m/s, which represented the presence of the surface waves. In addition to the surface 

elevation spectrum, the visual observations show that the uniform surface waves are created along 

the whole tank when the water moves along the tank with the grid (Figure 8b) and without the grid 

(the figure does not show) inside the tank.  

The wavenumber of elevation spectrum peak, K_max (Figure 8a), is considered to calculate the 

wavelength λw of nonbreaking waves. The wavelength ranges between 0.038 m < λw<0.098 

(Table 1) categorized as the gravity or gravity-capillary regimes (Laxague et al., 2016). The 

integration of elevation spectrum S(K) gives the< η2  >≈  ∫ S(K)dK
∞

0
 (Elfouhaily et al., 1997), 

hereupon the wave height H = 2< η >  
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Fig. 7 The vertical profile of  ε at the downstream distance of  x/M = 37 for the mean flow velocity 

range of 0.101 m/s< <U> < 0.183 m/s are shown. The data was measured at a depth of z= 0.005 

m to 0.17 m. (a) The ε is normalized by the background, or internal, TKED generated by the grid, 

ε0 with associated error bars.  (b) The ε is normalized by the summation of surface buoyancy flux, 

B0,  and background TKED, ε0.  (c) The ε is normalized by the summation of wave generated 

TKED, εwave, and background TKED, ε0. The wave affected layer is presented with the dashed 

red line. 
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Fig. 8 (a) The surface elevation spectrum for the mean flow velocity of <U>= 0.125 m/s is shown. 

The wavenumber related to the spectrum peak is shown by K_max. (b) The nonbreaking surface 

wave generated for <U>=0.125 m/s while the grid is located inside the tank. (c) The TKED change 

for different MSS is depicted at a depth of z=0.005 m. (d) The normalized TKED value of different 

flow velocities is shown at three depths. The TKED values are normalized with the TKED of the 

lowest mean flow velocity of each depth, ε<U>min. (e) The subtraction of the averaged-TKED 

within the wave-affected layer, ε1.25λwfrom the background TKED, ε0, is considered as the wave-

generated TKED, εwave−generated = ε1.25λw − ε0. The data were collected at the downstream 

distance of x/M = 37. 
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The TKED values normalized with the summation of the wave-generated turbulence εWave, 

Equation C9, and background turbulence, ε/(εWave + B0)  are presented in Figure 7c. The 

normalized TKED values converge together from water surface to depth of z= 1.25 λw (Figure 

7c), where the average of normalized TKED values is approximately one. This indicates that the 

wave-generated turbulence plays a dominant role on the near-surface TKED value in comparison 

to the surface convection and internal turbulence, and that is why the layer from the water surface 

to the depth of  z= 1.25 λw is called the “wave-affected layer” in our paper. 

 

2.4.4. Wave-generated TKED 

 

The mean flow velocity increase resulted in the increment of the mean square slope (MSS) and 

wavelength  λw (Table 1). The TKED has a larger value while the MSS increases (Figure 8c), and 

they have the same order of magnitude, i.e., MSS ~ε bellow the water surface z=0.005 m. The 

TKED for the different mean flow velocities were compared at three different depths (Figure 8d) 

to investigate the effects of the nonbreaking surface wave and the grid-generated turbulence on the 

TKED along the water column. Fig. 7d indicates that at a depth of z=0.145 m, the TKED change 

rate (red line) is higher than at z = 0.005 m (black line) while the surface heat flux was constant. 

The TKED comparison between the mean flow velocity range of  0.066 m/s to  0.183 m/s at the 

different depths shows that the TKED values increase ≈ 780 %, 370 % and 95 %  at a depth of 

z=0.145 m, z=0.0175 m, and z=0.005 m, respectively (Figure 8d). By considering constant heat 

flux during the experiment, the TKED change rate should be the same by getting close to the water 

surface if the grid was the only source of turbulence. The different change rates, like wave scaling 

results (Figure 7c), indicate that the nonbreaking waves play a dominant role in the TKED on the 
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surface layer. The subtraction of the averaged-TKED within the wave-affected layer, ε1.25λw  , from 

the background TKED, ε0, is considered the wave-generated TKED, εwave−generated = ε1.25λw −

ε0. The wave-generated TKED for wavelength of 0.038 m <λw< 0.098 m ranged to 4.9 × 10−6 −

7 × 10−6 m2/s3 (Figure 8e). Given that the breaking wave is often related to the enhanced TKED 

values within the surface layer, the εwave−generated values represent the significant role of 

nonbreaking waves on the upper-ocean mixing intensity. It indicates well-documented researches 

are necessary to shed light on our poor understanding of the nonbreaking wave-generated 

turbulence. Also, it depicts that the precise values of nonbreaking wave-generated TKED are 

required to quantify the air-sea interface processes.   

 

2.5. Conclusion and summary 

 

Oceanic turbulence measurements are practically impossible when attempting to address processes 

taking place within few upper centimeters below wave ocean surface. The aim of our experiment 

was to investigate in a controlled laboratory setting how the of the horizontal heat and eddy fluxes 

affect the nearsurface layer. 

In the experiment, the TKED ranges generated by the turbulence generating grid, ε ≈0.5-

2.5*10−5m2/s3, at a distance of x/M=36 m where the surface boundary layer was investigated 

were the subset of the ocean TKED range, ε ≈ 10−11 - 10−3 m2/s3 (McMillan et al., 2016; 

Lozovasky et al., 2017, and Evan et al., 2018). The heated-grid generated a horizontal heat flux of 

16.6 kw/m2which is smaller than the Kuroshio front region, ~6.2 *104 kw/m2 (Pan and Sum 

2018) and the average net vertical heat flux of Q ≈ |25|w/m2in our experiment was not significant 

in comparison to the mean range of net vertical heat flux in the ocean Q < |150|w/m2 (Carton 
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2018). The surface waves, with a wavelength range of 0.016 m < λw < 0.066 m, were in the 

categorization of the capillary wave and the short gravity wave ranges (Munk 1951, and Chen et 

al., (2019). 

While analyzing the vertical TKED variability, we have observed that there is a ''wave-affected 

layer'' from the water surface to a depth of z= 1.25 λw. The TKED associated with nonbreaking 

waves εwave−generated ranged to 4.9 × 10−6 − 7 × 10−6 m2/s3 for the wavelength range of  0.038 

m <λw< 0.098 m categorized as the gravity and gravity-capillary regimes (Munk et al., 195, 

Laxague et al., 2016, Chen et al., 2016). The increase of the  MSS resulted in the larger TKED, 

and they have the same order of magnitude MSS ~ ε. Given that the nonbreaking waves typically 

cover a larger fraction of the ocean surface, 90–100 %, (Anguelova et al., 2006) than breaking 

waves, the TKED results indicate their significant contribution to the ocean energy budget. 

Therefore, the nonbreaking wave's TKED budget has to be considered to properly quantify the air-

sea interface processes such as cool skin thickness (Alappattu et. al., 2017) which is a fundamental 

parameter required for quantifying the physical process taking place at the air-sea interface like 

the gas transfer (Fredriksson et. al., 2016) and heat transfer (Liu et. al., 2020)  

We also found that the TD changes, which is the small-scale temperature fluctuation, are consistent 

with the large-scale temperature gradient, d<T>/dz, changes. The value of the THF is 

approximately constant within the surface layer. It represents that the measured THF near the water 

surface can be considered a surface water THF in the ocean, challenging to measure directly. 

We also found that the power-law exponent of the tank is m=1.25 and m=1.13 for the decay of TD 

and temperature variance, respectively, and the decay of TKED equals 1.01<n<1.18 for the 

velocity range of 0.066 m/s < <U> < 0.183 m/s. From the observed results, we noticed that there 

were other sources that regionally amplify the temperature variance, TD, and TKED along the 
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tank, in addition to the grids. Based on that, the extra terms were added to the transport equation 

of temperature variance and mean turbulent kinetic energy. 

The future work would be to connect the laboratory observation to the field observation.  We will 

explore whether the THF value is constant within the upper ocean boundary layer as observed in 

this research. We would also like to study the importance of TKED below the nonbreaking gravity 

wave and investigate if the observed affected layer in this paper is common properties below the 

nonbreaking and breaking waves in the ocean. 
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CHAPTER 3: ASYMMETRIC FRONTAL RESPONSE ACROSS THE GULF OF MEXICO 

SUBMESOSCLAE FRONT IN WINTER 2016 

   

3.1. Abstract 

 

The interaction of cold Mississippi River water mass with the Gulf of Mexico in January 2016 

resulted in a sharp front. The water on the Mississippi side was cold and vertically stratified (CVS) 

while the other side of the front the water was warmer and horizontally stratified (WHS). Here we 

investigate the horizontal and vertical variability of the turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate 

(TKED), the temperature dissipation rate (TD), and the surface heat flux across a submesoscale 

front. 

Our cross frontal observations demonstrated the presence of two distinct vertical layers with the 

first layer spanning depths 0-9 m while the second layer extends over depths 9-30 m. 

The cross frontal deep layer (9-30 m) averaged TD varied by a factor 1000 and was larger on the 

CVS side. The near-surface layer averaged TD was similar across the front. The deep layer 

asymmetry coincides with the depths where the Thorpe displacement was large. 

The situation was similar for layer averaged TKED. 

Within the first and the second layer, the averaged TKED values were 10-30 times larger on the 

CVS side which was influenced by the cool Mississippi water when compared to the WHS side. 

We posit that the TKED CVS-WHS asymmetry within the 9-30 m layer was due to the action of 

breaking internal waves as the enhanced TKED coincided with part of the water with larger values 

of the mean buoyancy frequency and large values of Thorpe displacement. 
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The reverse frontal asymmetry persisted in the surface turbulent heat fluxes. The WHS side was 

characterized by turbulent heat flux 4 times larger when compared to the CVS side. The frontal 

asymmetry was also imparted on the vertical transport of neutrally buoyant contaminants located 

at the surface to a depths of 14 m on the CVS side while staying surface-bound on the WHS side. 

This observation implies surface contaminants in the vicinity of CVS front side are likely to be 

dispersed over depths up to 14 m. 

 

3.2. Introduction: 

 

The lateral gradient of density and the gradients of temperature and salinity, with a boundary 

between two distinct water masses, make up oceanic fronts (Tintore et al., 1988 and Jaeger and 

Mahadevan 2018). Fronts are observed frequently across the global ocean where different water 

masses collide: the Gulf Stream (Xue and Mellor 1993 and O’Neill et al. 2017), the Agulhas 

Current (Ikehara et al. 2017; Hall et al. 2019), the Kuroshio Extension (Taguchi et al. 2009; Konda 

et al. 2010 and de Vries et al. 2019), and the northern part of the Gulf of Mexico (Luo et al. 2016 

and Sun et al. 46 2020). 

Fronts are important oceanic features that strengthen and modify the turbulent boundary layer 

(D’Asaro et al. 2011). The turbulence associated with mesoscale fronts (10-1000 km) and 

submesoscale front (0.1-10 km) have been observed modifying turbulent fluxes in heat (Liu et al. 

2020) biogeochemical particles (Petrenko et al. 2017), and air-sea gas transfer (Baschek 2002). 

For example observations of the front at the Kuroshio current indicated that the TKED within the 

frontal mixed layer is enhanced by up to two orders of magnitude (Nagai et al. 2009; D’Asaro et 

al. 2011) 
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Observations of the front at Kuroshio current by D’Asaro et al. (2011) indicated that the TKED 

within the frontal mixed layer is enhanced by one to two orders of magnitude. Nagai et al., (2009) 

have done direct observations on both sides of the Kuroshio front between 0.2-1.2 of the MLD 

(Mixed Layer Depth), contrary to D’Asaro et al. (2011)  observations, they investigate TKED at 

the front without separating both sides from each other. Nagai et al., (2009)  indicated that the 

TKED are an order of magnitude larger than predicted by wind scaling in the south of the front, 

while the D’Asaro et al. (2011)  observed that the wind and surface cooling could not explain the 

high turbulence level at the front. The observations by Okey and Elliott (1977), and Inoue et al., 

(2010) found that large TKED values within the front can be attributed to internal wave (IW) 

breaking. However, the detailed mechanisms responsible for the enhanced value of TKED, 

turbulent fluxes, and mixing across the front remain unclear and need more detailed observations, 

especially within the upper mixed layer. 

For this reason, the high-resolution microstructure measurements were used to address the 

turbulence variability on both sides of a submesoscale front from the water surface to 0.4 of the 

MLD. This paper aims to quantify horizontal and vertical TKED and TD variability across the 

front and their vertical transport effects. The paper is organized as follows: the field overview, the 

observation location, and instruments are introduced in sections 2.2-2.3, followed by the results 

and discussion sections 2.4-2.5. The conclusion is presented in section 2.6. 
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3.3.  Overview of the Field Experiment 

 

Data presented in this paper were collected during the LAgrangian Submesoscale ExpeRiment 

(LASER) in the northern part of the GOM during the winter of 2016 (Fig. 9). LASER was 

undertaken by 

CARTHE (Consortium for Advanced Research on Transport of Hydrocarbons in the Environment) 

as a large scale study of oceanic surface lagrangian transport and dispersion. The R/V Walton 

Smith was used during LASER as a main mobile oceanographic and atmospheric sensor platform.  

As a part of the experiment, we have documented the presence of a submesoscale front generated 

by the interaction of cold Mississippi river water with continental shelf water, which may be 

affected by the warm loop current generated in the GOM (Jouanno et al., 2016; Shao et al., 2019; 

Bogucki et al., 2020). The numerical simulation suggested that the interaction of the Mississippi 

river water with loop current eddies is the primary driver of the front (Luo et al., 2016). Luo et al., 

(2016) also argued that the fronts are generated primarily by frontogenesis and mixed layer 

instabilities in winter, while in summer, the frontogenesis fueled by the horizontal density 

gradients generated by the river is the dominant driver. A detailed overview of frontal dynamics 

during LASER are in McWilliams (2016), D’Asaro et al., (2018), Barken et al., (2019), and 

D’Asaro et al., (2020). 
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Fig. 9 (a) The location of data collection in the northern part of the GOM. (b) The surface 

temperature colors the ship track. (c) The subdomain of the ship track where the VMP200 collected 

the vertical profiles of ocean properties is shown. (d) The relative humidity, (d) the air temperature, 

(e) the wind velocity, and (e) significant wave height, Hs, are presented across the front. The 

vertical dashed-lines in graphs d-e give the horizontal distance of the VMP200 deployments for 

upcasts C049 to C063 from the front center shown by zero distance. 
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3.4. Experimental methods 

 

The University of Miami research vessel, R/V Walton Smith, provides a stable platform for 

oceanic turbulence, hydrographic, and air-sea flux sampling. During LASER, the vessel passed 

over the front (Fig. 9). The hydrographic and atmospheric data collected by the ship are presented 

in Figs. 9d-e and includes the relative humidity, air temperature, wind velocity, and significant 

wave height (Hs). The water surface elevation was observed by the ultrasonic distance meter 

(UDMS, Senix ToughSonic). The ship's motion and rotation were measured using linear 

accelerometers (Columbia Research Model AS-307 HPTX) and rotation rate gyros (SYSTRON 

Donner QRS11-00050-630), respectively. The method of Drennan et al., (1994) was used to 

calculate the actual surface wave height. In this method, the displacement of the wave created by 

ship motion and rotation was corrected. The ultrasonic anemometer (RM Young 81000) was 

mounted at 4.6 m above the water surface to measure the wind speed, and a Campbell Scientific 

IRGASON was mounted at 5.36 m above the water surface to measure the relative humidity and 

air temperature.   

The surface roughness was measured by a Helmholtz-Zentrum Geesthacht Marine X-band Radar 

(MR) mounted on top of the wheelhouse covering a 360 degree azimuthal range. The hydrographic 

data collection method is described in detail at Shao er al. (2019) work. We present results from 

13 of the approximately 97 vertical turbulence profiles across the mesoscale front. The turbulence 

data were collected with the aid of the Rockland Scientific vertical microstructure profiler 

(VMP200) (Lueck et al. 2002) for three days (from January 29 to January 31, 2016). The VMP200 

was equipped with two orthogonally oriented shear sensors. Each shear sensor sampled the small-

scale shear component orthogonal to the vertical axis with a 512 Hz sampling rate. The VMP200 
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was also equipped with a fast thermistor (model FP07, 7 ms response time, and sampled at 512 

Hz) and fast conductivity sensor (Sea-Bird SBE7 response time less than 1 ms, sampled at 512 

Hz). 

The VMP200 was deployed in two modes: free-falling and free-uprising. In the free-falling mode 

or the downcast mode, the VMP200 is negatively buoyant. In this mode, while deployed from the 

ship's deck, the VMP200 was permitted to free fall to a depth ≈110 m which was beneath the 

seasonal mixed layer depth. In free-falling mode, we only report data only from the depths z>5m 

to avoid the contamination of TKED and TD near-surface data by the ship wake (Luecket al. 2002). 

The terminal velocity of the VMP200 while in free fall was around 0.72 m/s.  

To sample the near-surface part of the water column, we used the VMP200 in a ’free uprising' 

mode or the upcast mode (Lueck et al. 2002). The VMP200 system included a buoyancy collar, to 

make is positively buoyant, and a remote-controlled weight release mechanism. The release of the 

weight - freed the VMP200 to start freely rising towards the surface. The presented here data were 

collected when the uprising VMP200 attained its terminal velocity of 0.65 m/s.  

The methodology of free rising deployment was as follows: we first lowered the instrument to a 

predetermined depth, typically around 40 m below surface. While the ship was in a slow wind-

induced drift we then waited until the ship left the area where the VMP200 would likely emerge. 

Once the ship was relatively far away from the VMP200 then we released the weight, freeing the 

VMP200 to start its rise towards the surface. This approach permitted us to sample the near-surface 

in more detail while the VMP200 was traveling vertically with its terminal velocity.  

The upcast deployments that were recovered close to the ship (<100 m) were eliminated. The 

VMP200 data were processed using the standard approach (detailed by Lueck et al. (2002)) and 

we converted temporal shear gradients to corresponding spatial gradients assuming by invoking 
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Taylor's frozen field hypothesis (Lueck et al. 2002). The profiles presented here were characterized 

by the VMP200 shear sensor attack angle <10 deg. All presented data were quality controlled for 

factors affecting the TKED data quality such as attack angle, spikes (Lueck et al. 2002). 

Following the standard assumption that the oceanic flow can be approximated by idealized 

homogenous and isotropic turbulence (Lueck et al. 2002) the TKED (or ε) can be derived from the 

VMP200 measured shear spectrum ψ(K) as (Lueck et al. 2002):ε ≈  
15

2
 ν ∫ ψ(K)dK

∞

0
, where k is 

the wavenumber, and ν is the kinematic viscosity.  The rate of temperature dissipation TD (or χ) 

can be obtained from the VMP measured one dimensional temperature gradient spectra, $\phi(k)$, 

as (Bluteau et al. 2017): χ ≈  6 Kθ ∫ Φ(K)dK
∞

0
, where Kθ is the thermal molecular diffusivity. The 

FP07 thermistor used in VMP200 does not fully resolve the temperature variance of the underlying 

temperature field when (Lueck 1977) traveling through the water column faster than 0.1 m/s. In 

our measurements presented here, the terminal VMP200 rising speed was ≈ 0.65 m/s. The VMP 

measured vertical TD profiles thus represent underestimates of the 'real' the water column TD, as 

we did not correct the TD by the FP07 spectral response function (Lueck et al. 1977) (Fig. 10b). 

The VMP200 upcasts method permitted very accurate observations of the near-surface layer as the 

VMP200 rise was constant at 0.65 m/s till it reached the surface with the vertical bin resolution of 

≈1 mm for salinity and temperature and ≈ 0.5 m for TD, and TKED data. The VMP200 consecutive 

casts denoted as C048 to C072 are presented in Fig. 9. The upcasts C048 to C056 were collected 

on the WHS front side while the casts C058 to C072 were acquired on the CVS side. The center 

of the front was assumed to be the center of the region where the sea surface temperature changed 

by 1.5 °C over 5 km (Shao et al. 2019). The precise front location was estimated from the surface 

roughness variability measured by ship-based marine radar (Shao et al. 2019)) and coincided with 
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the VMP200 cast C064. The downcast profiles, C071 and C072, were carried out to the depth 

around 110 m and traversed the full extent of the mixed layer (Fig.11). 

Fig. 10 The vertical profiles of the VMP200 deployments on the CVS side are shown in a black 

box for downcasts C071 and C072. (a) TKED, (b) TD, (c) water density. VMP200 derived 

transects of the front when the instrument was deployed using the upcast technique are shown in 

graphs (d) Temperature, (e) salinity, and (f) density. The vertical dashed lines present the location 

of deployments, and the zero distance shows the location of the front center. The relative 

contribution of salinity and temperature to density are shown on (g) the CVS (C060) and (f) WHS 

(C054) sides. 
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3.5. Results 

 

The air-side data collected during the front transect are presented in Figs. 9d-e. The relative 

humidity on the WHS side (relative humidity is 72.65 %) was on average 0.5 % higher than CVS 

side (relative humidity is 72.30 % (Fig. 9d). On the CVS side, the air temperature dropped from 

≈22.90 °C, at C049, to ≈22.70 °C, at C055 while on the WHS side, the air temperature was 

increased with distance from the front center, and reached to ≈23 °C, at C063. The average air 

temperature was approximately the same on both sides of the front (Fig. 9d).  

The dominant wind direction was across the front from the WHS side to the CVS side. The wind 

velocity increased from ≈3.25  m/s, at C048, to ≈3.67 m/s, at C060, then it decreased to ≈3.25 

m/s, at C063 (Fig. 9e). The average significant wave height, Hs, on the CVS side (Hs= 1.20 m) 

was ≈15 % larger than the WHS side  (Hs = 1.05 m) (Fid. 1e). In Figs. 9-12, the vertical dashed 

lines present the location of the VMP200 deployments. The distance '0'  coincides with the front 

center. 

 

3.5.1. Mixed layer depth-the VMP200 downcast 

 

The VMP downcast technique was used to study the ocean water column through the mixed layer 

depth (MLD). The downcast profiles of C071 and C072 were shown in Figs. 10a-c. The measured 

TKED and TD values decreased by about three orders of magnitude from z= 5 m to a depth of 

z=55 m.  TKED and TD  attained their maximum values of ε ≈ 1.45 *10−6 w/kg (Nagai et al., 

(2009) observed ε ≈10−8-10−6 w/kg in the Kuroshio front) and χ ≈ 2 *10−4  °C /s, within the 

depth interval ≈8 m to 10 m. The density profile (Fig. 10c) showed a large density variance over 
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depths from 3 m to around 9 m. The observed seasonal mixed layer depth was found to be around 

80 m when using the criteria (de Boyer et al., 2004) corresponding to the change of density ∆ρ= 

0.03  kg/m3over a 10 m depth. 

 

3.5.2. Salinity, temperature, density the vertical and horizontal variability 

obtained from the VMP200 upcasts 

 

A more detailed picture of the front structure can be gleaned from the VMP200 series of vertical 

upcasts C049-C063, collected between 18:40 to 20:10 UTC. The horizontal resolution of the 

surface data are approximately 150 m. In Figs. 10d-f, we present the front cross-section of the 

salinity (S), temperature (T), and density (ρ) as a function of depth and horizontal distance from 

the front center. At the surface, the water properties such as T or S  changed rapidly over a 200 m 

distance, which corresponds to an approximate front width (Figs. 10d-e). The cold front side, CVS, 

consisted of a vertically stratified water colum (Fig. 10f). The warm front side, WHS, was 

characterized by a set of tilted density layers (Fig. 10f) with a strong horizontal salinity gradient 

and relatively weak vertical salinity variability (Fig. 10e). 

To compare the relative contribution of the S and T to density across the front, we plotted their 

relative contribution to density (McDougall et al. 2003) using two selected VMP200 profiles, each 

from either CVS or WHS side of the front (Figs. 10g and 10h). The CVS side was characterized 

by large and compensated T and S contribution to density when compared to the WHS side. On 

the WHS side, the S contribution to density was weaker with the temperature dominating the 

density variability. Each T and S vertical contribution to density, had its contribution sign changed 

at around 15m depth (Figs. 10g and 10h). 
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Fig. 11 (a) The TKED vertical profiles across the front. The red-dashed line separates the two 

observed layers of TKED. (b) The buoyancy frequency square, N2 is shown. The black contour 

lines in (a-b) are shown the density. (c) The one meter-mean of the Thorpe sca, LT. The black-

dashed line presents the maximum depth that the water parcel can reach the water surface due to 

the vertical overturning. (d) The TD vertical profiles. The black counter lines of temperature are 

depicted. The direction and the average value of the surface SHF, LHF, and THF are presented on 
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both sides of the front by arrows (the arrows are not scaled). (e) The THFs of every upcast divided 

by its minimum value, THF0, is shown. (f) The SHF and LHF at the water surface divided by their 

minimum values named as SHF0 and LHF0, respectively, are shown. The vertical dashed-lines in 

graphs (a-f) present the location of the VMP200 deployments at different distances from the front 

center, shown by zero distance. 

 

3.5.3. Cross frontal TKED vertical and horizontal variability 

 

The horizontal and vertical variability of the TKED inferred from uprising VMP200 profiles are 

in Fig. 11a. As argued earlier, the TKED within the upper 5 m layer and possibly up to 9 m, Fig. 

13a, and across the front was enhanced by the action of surface waves. The CVS front side was 

characterized by a large value of the buoyancy frequency feature a 'tongue' (5-15m depth), Fig. 

11b, and a relatively unstratified water column on the WHS side. 

The VMP200 high-resolution density measurements permitted to measu Thorpe scale, LT = <L2>1/2  

(Bogucki et al., 2020 and Jackson et al., 2008), map (Fig. 11c), where L is Thorpe displacement. 

The estimated accuracy of the L, found from their distribution,  was around 0.2 m. Thorpe 

displacement is the water particle displacement needed to move the observed water particle from 

its current depth to form a stable density profile. That obtained displacement applies mostly to the 

shear-driven turbulence (Smith et al., 2020 and Jackson et al., 2008). 

The Thorpe scale map (Fig. 11c) shows large cross frontal asymmetry with the largest LT values 

on the CVS side. The CVS side is more likely to disperse surface neutrally buoyant contaminants 

down to 14.2 m at the -0.4 km distance from the front center (the black-dashed line in Fig. 11c). 
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Thus when considering the oil spill as a surface neutrally buoyant contaminant (Fingas et al., 

2006), the surface-bound oil will more likely be vertically dispersed on the CVS side. 

 

3.5.4. Turbulent heat flux TD variability along the front 

 

Based on the VMP data, we estimated the vertical turbulent heat flux (THF) defined (Moum 1996) 

as THF = −
1

2
ρCpχ/Tz , where the Cpis the specific heat of the water and the Tz is the temperature 

gradient. The surface is defined here as a  part of the water column where the mean Tz and the TD 

were measured by the VMP200 upcasts and represent depth average from the actual sea surface to 

depth 0.15 m and 0.5 m for Tz and TD, respectively. Based on air-side measured parameters, Fig. 

9d-9e, we have calculated the values of the sensible heat flux (SHF), and the latent heat flux (LHF) 

at the water surface (Edson et al. 2013). 

The averaged value of the surface heat fluxes and its direction for both side of the front combined 

with the TD cross-front map is presented in Fig. 11d. The TD graph presented two layers on each 

side of the front (Fig. 11d) same as TKED graph (Fig. 11a). The first layer started from the water 

surface to a depth z ≈ 9 m, and the second layer was created below a depth z ≈ 9 m.  

The measured horizontal asymmetry across the front of the surface THF, normalized to its lowest 

value, is presented in Fig. 11e. The WHS side exhibited surface THF larger by a factor of 4 than 

the CVS side, a striking anomaly and likely contributing to enhanced air side heat fluxes. The large 

values of the THF were mostly driven by the weaker near-surface mean temperature gradient and 

hence were larger on the weakly stratified WHS side (Fig. 10f).  

The rest of the heat fluxes (SHF/LHF) vary only by a factor of 2 when crossing the front (Fig. 11f). 
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The air temperature was larger than the water temperature, and the air-water temperature difference 

was ∆T≈ 0.41 °C and ∆T≈ 1.56 °C on the WHS and CVS sides, respectively. The small 

temperature difference resulted in a small SHF of ≈9 w/m2, positive value means that the heat 

inserted to the ocean, for the WHS side and ≈5.5 w/m2 for the CVS side (Figs. 11 d and 11f). The 

larger LHF ≈-37 w/m2on WHS side in comparison to the CVS side, LHF ≈-21 w/m2 (Figs. 11 d 

and 11f) was due to the larger relative humidity (Fig. 9d) on the WHS side . 

 

3.6. Discussion 

 

3.6.1. The wave effects on the vertical TKED distribution 

 

The atmosphere properties of relative humidity, air temperature, wind velocity, significant wave 

height, Fig. 9d and 9e, and the solar insolation (not shown here) were relatively constant. The 

average significant wave height,Hs, on the CVS side was Hs= 1.20 m and Hs= 1.02 m at the WHS 

side (Fig. 9e). The vertical profiles of the TKED are presented in Fig. 12a. To assess surface wave's 

effect on the vertical TKED profiles on either side of the front, we have compared measured TKED 

profiles to predicted vertical TKED εAM(z) due to the action of surface waves (Esters et al. (2018) 

and Anis and Moum (1995)). 

In general the surface waves were observed (Anis and Moum 1995; Esters et al. 2018) to follow 

the depth dependent TKED as: 

 

εAM (z)  = 2Kα1us0u∗
2 ∗ e−2Kz                                                                                                    (5) 
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Here us0 is the wave Stoke drift at the ocean surface, and α1 is a dimensionless constant associated 

with the surface waves, α1 = 3.75bπ√Hs/λ. Λ is a dominant wave wavelength. b is an empirical 

constant ranging between 0 and 1, and u∗ is friction velocity. u∗  = √τ/ρ, where τ is wind stress 

and ρ is seawater density.  

The vertical TKED profiles normalized by εAM (z) presents converging of the data from a depth 

of 5 m up to the water surface and approximately 6 times larger than inferred from Eq. (5) (Fig. 

12a). The normalized TKED with εAM (z)  had a better estimation than the wind scaling εw (z) =

u∗
3/kz (Esters et al., 2018), where k is von Karman constant, and the surface buoyancy flux B0 

(Zahariev et al., 1997) due to that the normalized ratio of  ε/εAM(z) ≈6 is smaller than ε/εw(z) ≈

180 and ε/B0 ≈ 130 over the depth 0-5 m (Figs. 12b-c). Given that the wave-generated turbulence 

predicts the TKED values better than other methods, it indicates the role of the surface wave on 

the TKED values compared to the other sources of surface turbulence. 

We attribute the observed normalized TKED value departure from 1, over 0-5 m depth, to the 

limitation of Equation (6) where the waves were characterized by a single parameter, dominant 

wave height, and wavelength. The reality of the oceanic wave field is more complex since the 

upper few meters are likely dominated by shorter wind waves, while at depth the dominant effect 

is the longer wavelength swell (Anis and Moum 1995). We then thus posit that the upper 5 m 

represents wave affected portion of the underlying mixed layer. 
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Fig. 12 (a) The normalized TKED values with wave slaing (Anis et al., 1995), Eq.1, (b) wind 

scaling, εw (z) = u∗
3/kz , (c) and surface buoyancy flux scaling, B0, methods. The horizontal 

dashed and vertical solid black lines in (a) to (c) present the depth of converging data and the 

average value of the normalized TKED, respectively. The averaged water column properties across 

the front at two different depth ranges of z=0-9 m and z=9-30 m are presented in (d) to (f). (d) The 

averaged water column of TD, χmean, divided by the minimum averaged value of TD for that 

layer, χ0, is shown. (e) The averaged TKED, εmean, and (f) the averaged buoyancy frequency 
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square, Nmean
2 , normalized by their minimum averaged value for that layer showing by ε0 and N0

2, 

respectively, are presented. The vertical dashed-lines in graphs (d-f) present the location of the 

VMP200 deployments at different distances from the front center, shown by zero distance. 

 

3.6.2. Layer averaged properties across the front 

 

Now we are in a position to analyze layer averaged properties across the front. We have divided 

the water column into two distinct layers: the near-surface layer or first layer, affected by surface 

waves, and extending from z=0 to 5 m (Fig. 12a) and possibly up to 9 m depth (Fig. 11a). The 

second layer, the mixed layer interior, includes the water column extending from z=9 to 30 m. 

Within each layer, the average of the water column properties such as TD, TKED, and buoyancy 

frequency square, N2 are normalized by their minimum value for that layer (Figs. 12d-f) 

The surface layer (0-9 m depth) averaged TD normalized to their lowest layer averaged value is 

roughly symmetrical around the front center (Fig. 12d). The averaged and normalized TDs for the 

deeper layer (9-30 m depth) show strong TD cross frontal asymmetry with the TD values on the 

CVS side larger by a factor of 1000 than on the WHS side. 

 The CVS side presented 10 to 30 times larger TKED than the WHS side and irrespective of the 

layer depth (Fig. 12e). The normalized N2 (Fig. 12f) was larger on the CVS side by a factor of 5-

10 when compared to the WHS side. The near-surface (averaged within 0-9 m depth) N2 was the 

largest on the CVS side, as it likely reflects the effects of the near-surface stratification on that 

side. 
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 We hypothesize that the internal wave (IW) breaking enhanced the TKED values on the second 

layer of the CVS side based on (Oakey et al., 1997), and (Inoue et al., 2010) observations. They 

found that the large TKED values within the front can be attributed to the IW breaking. A modeled 

IW dissipation, εGH, calculated based on Gargett et al., (1984) work, is used as an estimate of IW 

related TKED. The model contains a simple parametrization of the IWs generated TKED and 

assumes a constant value of the IWs energy density, Ed. Following that assumption, the εGH  yields 

the IW field TKED as εGH ≈ EdN (Gargett et al., 1984). The ratio  εGH/ εmean is vanishingly small 

in the upper 9 m. It attains a value of εGH/ εmean=0.1 on the CVS side within 9-30 m depth interval, 

in other words, 10 % of the measured TKED can be contributed to the IW breaking. It indicates 

that the IW presence may be a correct hypothesis; however, there is no further proof in this paper. 

More detailed research is considered necessary to prove the hypothesis. 

 

3.7. Conclusion 

 

The observed frontal pattern in the world's largest marine ecosystem (Belkin et al., 2007) indicates 

the importance of fronts in oceanic circulation and their role in the oceanic surface layer dynamics. 

Hence, this paper addresses turbulence variability across a submesoscale front in the GOM in the 

winter of 2016. The cross-section of the front revealed large horizontal variability of the surface 

heat flux, TD, and the ability of surface turbulent processes to remove neutrally buoyant surface-

bound contaminants. 

We observed large surface THF frontal asymmetry with the WHS side exhibiting up to 4 times 

larger surface THF. The rest of the heat fluxes (SHF/LHF) varied by only a factor of 2 when 
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crossing the front. This asymmetry was likely reflected in the cross-front variability of atmospheric 

dynamics. 

The cross-frontal observations demonstrated two vertical layers with the first layer spanning 

depths 0-9 m while the second layer extends over 9-30 m. The cross frontal deep layer (9-30 m) 

averaged TD varied by a factor of 1000 and was larger on the CVS side. The near-surface layer 

(0-9 m) averaged TD was similar across the front. Within the deep and near-surface layers, the 

averaged TKED values were 10-30 times larger on the CVS side which was influenced by the cool 

Mississippi water when compared to the WHS side. By measuring the Thorpe displacement, we 

posit that the CVS side surface-bound naturally buoyant particles were likely to experience eddies 

capable of submerging them up to 14.2 m depth with no such processes on the WHS side. The 

higher TKED on the vertical stratification side (or CVS side) has implications on the air-sea gas 

fluxes velocity, Kg~ε
1/4 (Fredriksson et al., 2016) and it is essential for the oil industry (Loh et 

al., 2020)  due to that the higher turbulence enhances the biodegradation of oil (Ramirez et al., 

2018).  As fronts are common over the global ocean, the observed asymmetric response of the 

turbulence and their considerable variations across the front should be considered in the ocean-

atmosphere climate system. The inaccurate boundary layer could cause substantial climate 

prediction error.  Future research should involve investigating if our observations are common in 

other oceanic fronts. 
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Appendix A: 

         Steady and spatially decaying background turbulence-grid generated-turbulence 

 

Batchelor and Townsend (1948) and Warhaft and Lumley (1978) observed that the mean turbulent 

kinetic energy, < q2 > ~  < u′
2
> + < v′

2
> + < w′2 > and temperature variance, <θ2>, 

decay with distance from the grid. Where U is the flow velocity in the streamwise direction, x, and 

can be represented by U =< U > + u′, (see Fig. 2). Here < U > is the mean flow velocity and u′ 

is the fluctuation part of velocity. Similarly, for the other velocity components V =< V > + v′, in 

the y-direction, and W =< W > + w′, in the z-direction. The water temperature is T =< T >

+ θ, where < T > is mean temperature value and θ is fluctuation part of the temperature.  

Grid-generated turbulence is one of the simplest turbulence flows that creates an isotropic and 

homogeneous turbulence (∂/∂t=U∂/∂x) in the streamwise direction.  The isotropic turbulence has 

interested scientists which has let them to research about it experimentally (Warhaft 1983, Itsweire 

et al., 1986 and Isaza et al., 2014), theoretically (Wyngaard 1970) and numerically (Nagata et al., 

2008 and Djenidi et al., 2014 and 2015). The mean turbulent energy (<q2>) and temperature 

variance (<θ2>) decay in self-preservation grid-generated turbulence have been studied for 

decades. One of the first studies about the energy decay in isotropic turbulence was done by 

Batchelor (1948). Speziale et al., 1992 presented that the turbulent kinetic energy decay is equal 

to <q2> ~ t−1 or equivalently <q2> ~ x−1 (power law decay) for high Taylor microscale Reynolds 

number (Reλ= u′ λ/ ν, where u′ is the fluctuation part of velocity, λ is Taylor microscale and ν is 

kinematic viscosity). He expressed that the power law decay <q2> ~ t−α with an exponent α >1 is 

achieved in the limit as t →  ∞ and a vanishingly small turbulence Reynolds number. In other 
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words, n >1, when Reλ is neither very high or very small (Transition region). George (1992) 

claimed that he found a complete self-preserving solution which is valid for all Reynolds numbers 

in which α is determined by the initial condition. Later, Antonio et al., (1998) showed the value of 

n = 1.28 and more recently, Hearst et al. (2014) found the value of n to be about 1.37 and 1.39. In 

addition to energy decay, the decay rate of scalar fluctuation has been researched by scientists. 

Warhaft et al., (1978) showed that the temperature fluctuation decay rate, produced by heating 

grid, depends on the wave number at which the temperature spectrum peaks. By changing the grid 

heating, the location of the peak of the three dimensional temperature spectrum changes; however, 

the peak of the velocity spectrum does not move (Newman et al., 1997). Gonzalez et al., (1977), 

from a fixed point analysis, identified the existence of two asymptotic self-preserving regimes. 

The first regime corresponds to the final period of decay (Vanishingly small Reynolds number) 

which is determined by the initial value of enstrophy destruction coefficient. The other regime 

relates to high Reynolds number that depends on the enstrophy destruction and its initial value, 

velocity derivative skewness and the mixed derivative skewness coefficients. Gonzalez et al., 

(1977) expressed that the self-preserving regime for high Reynolds number is not universal for 

temperature decay rate, whereas, the energy decay has universality for high Reynolds number. It 

means that the value of m exhibits a large scatter in comparison to the value of n.  Lin et al., (1973) 

reached to the values of between m = 2.53 to 3.09 for different heating power. The experimental 

results for Milles et al., (1958) and Sreenivasan et al., (1980) showed the value of m= 0.87 and m= 

3.1, respectively. 

The governing equations for the evolution of mean turbulent kinetic energy and the temperature 

variance in the homogeneous and isotropic shear flow are (Pope 2001) 
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dq2

2 dt
≈  P − ε                                                                                                                                  (A1) 

dθ2

2 dt
≈  Pθ −  χ                                                                                                                               (A2) 

Here P is the turbulent kinetic energy production by the mean flow and for a shear flow we 

have P ≈ −< ui
′uj
′ >

∂<Ui>

∂xj
 , and Pθ is temperature variance production rate, Pθ ≈ −< ui

′θj >

∂<Ti>

∂xj
, while i and j=1, 2 and 3 corresponding to x, y and z coordinates, respectively. In the grid-

generated turbulence, the production terms equal to P = 0 and Pθ  = 0  due to the absence of the 

mean velocity and mean temperature gradient through the streamwise direction. Downstream from 

the grid, the spatial and temporal derivatives can be related (Murzyn and Belorgey 2004) as: 

∂/∂t= − < U >∂/∂x                                                                                                                       (A3) 

From Eqs. A1 and A2 and with the aid of the Eq. (A3), the mean turbulent kinetic energy, <q2>, 

and temperature variance, <θ2>, in grid-generated turbulence, can be expressed as (Zhou et al. 

2000): 

−
<U>

2

d<q2>

dx
≈ < ε >                                                                                                                    (A4) 

and 

−
<U>

2

d<θ2>

dx
≈ <  χ >                                                                                                                  (A5) 

Numerous experiments (Batchelor and Townsend 1948, Comte-Bellot and Corrsin 1996 and Zhou 

et al., 2000) suggest that the downstream decay of the mean turbulent kinetic energy and 

temperature variance behind the grids are: 

< q2 > ≈ A (x − x0)
−n                                                                                                              (A6) 

and 

< θ2 > ≈ B(x − x0
′ )−m                                                                                                                (A7) 
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where n and m are the exponents of the mean turbulent kinetic energy and temperature variances 

respectively. The constants A and B depend on the grid geometry and are typically determined 

empirically. The horizontal distance from the turbulence generating grid in the streamwise 

direction is x while x0 is the virtual origin of the grid-generated turbulence and x0
′  is the virtual 

origin of the heater grid. Sreenivasan et al. (1980) found that in their experiment, values of x0 and 

x0
′  are about 3M, M is grid mesh size. The value of n changes only ±2 % by varying x0 /M by ±1 

(Zhou et al. 2000). in our experiment we assume x0 = 0 and x0
′  = 0.  

By substituting equations A6 and A7 into A4 and A5, the power-law decay exponent for TKED 

and TD are the following:  

< ε > ≈
n<U>A

2
x−(n+1)                                                                                                         (A8) 

and 

<  χ > ≈
n<U>B

2
x−(m+1)                                                                                                              (A9) 

Speziale and Bernard (1992) found that the mean turbulent kinetic energy decay is proportional to 

<q2> ~ t−1 or equivalently <q2> ~ x−1, at large Reynolds number,  Rt = q
4/4νϵ >1000 (Gonzalez 

and Fall 1998). Later, Antonia et al. (1998) showed the value of n = 1.28 and more recently, 

Hearst and Lavoie (2014) found the value of n = 1.37 and 1.39 behind a square-fractal-element 

grid.  
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Appendix B: 

            Free convection flow and associated vertical heat flux 

 

The transfer of heat from water to air resulted in thermal convection in our experiment as salinity 

was approximately zero within the water depth. Convection affects the vertical transport of heat, 

momentum, and other properties within the upper ocean boundary layer (Soloviev et al., 2001). 

Fredriksson et al. (2016) have modeled the convection, and found that the convection resulted in 

a sharp change of TKED at a depth of z ≈ 0.015 m up to the water surface for the Rayleigh number 

of  Ra =
B0L

4

α2ϑ
=5*108 (Fredriksson et al., 2016), where L is a characteristic length. The surface 

bouyancy flux B0 = −cp
−1ρ−1gαQ + ρ−1gβsE (Zahariev and Garrett 1997), where cp is the 

specific heat of water, ρ is water density, g is gravity, α is the thermal expansion coefficient of 

water, β is the coefficient of salinity expansion, s is the surface salinity, and E is evaporation rate. 

The buoyancy length scale is defined as L0 = ku∗
3/B0 , where u∗ is the surface friction velocity, 

by Obukhov in the 1950s. Shortly thereafter, Monin and Obukhov (1954) suggested the stability 

parameter,  ξ = z/L0, to characterize the relative importance of the shear-production of turbulence, 

and bouyancy production in the planetary boundary layer (Markowski et al., 2019 and Optics et 

al., 2016). The Monin-Oboukhov theory is applicable to the ocean boundary layer as the 

atmospheric and oceanic turbulent boundary layers are analogs (Soloviev et al., 2001). Priestley 

(1955) showed that for a depth of z > |0.03L0| the shear-production of turbulence can be 

neglected compared to the convective turbulence. 
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To understand the convection effects in the surface boundary layer, we calculated the turbulent 

vertical heat flux  < w′θ >. We followed the Osborn and Cox (1972) approach to determine the 

value of < 𝑤′𝜃 >. 

Conservation of heat within an incompressible fluid without a heat source can be described by the 

advection-diffusion equation (Kim and Moin, 1989) as:  

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝑈𝑖

𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑥𝑖
= 𝐾𝜃

𝜕2𝑇

𝜕𝑥𝑖
2
                                                                                                                   (B1) 

After performing the Reynolds decomposition and with the Reynolds average denoted as < >, Eq. 

B1 can be written as: 

𝜕<𝑇>

𝜕𝑡
+< 𝑈𝑖 >

𝜕<𝑇>

𝜕𝑥𝑖
+

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑖
< 𝑢𝑖

′𝜃 >= 𝐾𝜃
𝜕2<𝑇>

𝜕𝑥𝑖
2                                                                          (B2) 

Subtracting equations B2 from B1, the budget of turbulence thermal variance becomes: 

𝜕𝜃

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝑢𝑖

′ 𝜕<𝑇>

𝜕𝑥𝑖
+ 𝑢𝑖

′ 𝜕𝜃

𝜕𝑥𝑖
+ < 𝑈𝑖 >

𝜕𝜃

𝜕𝑥𝑖
− 

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑖
< 𝑢𝑖

′𝜃 >  = 𝐾𝜃𝛻
2𝜃                                                  (B3) 

Eq. B3 is multiplied by 𝜃 and averaged to yield (Gregg 1987): 

𝜕 < 𝜃2 >

𝜕𝑡
+ 2 < 𝑢𝑖

′𝜃 >
𝜕 < 𝑇 >

𝜕𝑥𝑖
+ < 𝑈𝑖 >

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑖
< 𝜃2 > + 

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑖
< 𝑢𝑖

′𝜃2 > 

= 𝐾𝜃𝛻
2 < 𝜃2 > − 2𝐾𝜃 < (

𝜕𝜃

𝜕𝑥𝑖
)
2

>                                                                                            (B4) 

For steady and homogeneous turbulence and retaining only vertical dependence, Eq. B4 reduces 

to (Ruddick et al. 1997): 

< 𝑤′𝜃 >
𝜕<𝑇>

𝜕𝑧
= − 𝐾𝜃 < (𝛻𝜃)2 >                                                                                            (B5) 

Eq. B5 relates the small-scale temperature fluctuation to the vertical turbulent heat flow. As 𝜀𝜃 =

2𝐾𝜃 < (𝛻𝜃)2 >, the Eq. 13 can be expressed as (Ruddick et al. 1997): 
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1

2
 𝜒 =  −< 𝑤′𝜃 >

𝜕<𝑇>

𝜕𝑧
                                                                                                             (B6) 

In our experiment, the value of the vertical turbulent heat flux, < 𝑤′𝜃 >, can be estimated as we 

measured the values of 𝜀𝜃 and 
𝜕<𝑇>

𝜕𝑧
. Also, the vertical temperature gradient, 

𝜕<𝑇>

𝜕𝑧
, could help to 

quantify the net vertical heat flux, 𝑄, at the surface. The net vertical heat flux 𝑄 generates a vertical 

temperature gradient and they have a linear relation as (Wells et al., 2009)  

−𝜌𝑐𝑝𝐾𝜃
𝜕<𝑇>

𝜕𝑧
=  𝑄                                                                                                                     (B7) 

Where 𝑐𝑝 is specific heat capacity and 𝑄 = 𝑄𝑟 + 𝑄𝑠 + 𝑄𝑙. Here 𝑄𝑟 is a radiative component of 

air-water heat flux, 𝑄𝑠 and 𝑄𝑙 are evaporative and sensible heat flux components, respectively. Eq. 

B6 shows that the vertical near surface temperature gradient is proportional to the heat flux at the 

surface.  
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Appendix C: 

           Wave boundary layer  

 

The base of our understanding of the vertical turbulence variability within surface boundary layers 

in the ocean is mainly based on turbulent flow studies over solid wall-layer turbulence with the 

corresponding ‘‘law of the wall’’ (Kiataigorodskii et al., 1983 and Gargett 1989), where the wind 

stress is assumed to be constant across the air-sea interface. For a steady-state solution and ignoring 

buoyancy, the vertical TKED equals to (Pope, 2000):  

𝜀 =  
𝑢∗
3

(𝑘𝑧)
                                                                                                                                       (C1) 

Eq. C1 is the law of the wall where von Karman’s constant is 𝑘=0.41 and 𝑢∗ is friction velocity. 

Agrawal et al. 1992 observed an enhanced dissipation rate of 1 to 2 orders of magnitude larger 

than predicted by the law of the wall. Terray et al. (1996) suggested enhanced values for the TKED 

relative to the law of the wall in the upper ocean, and this enhanced vertical TKED was a result of 

the wind-wave field. They reported that the vertical TKED had an enhanced uniform value due to 

the breaking waves from the water surface to a depth of 𝑧 = 0.6𝐻𝑠, here 𝐻𝑠is a significant wave 

height. Anis and Moum (1995) reported an enhanced value of TKED due to breaking waves and 

wave turbulence interaction. They observed that the vertical TKED profiles decay exponentially 

with depth, and introduced a corresponding TKED as 𝜀 = 2𝐾𝛼1𝑢𝑠0𝑢∗
3 ∗ 𝑒−2𝐾𝑧. Here 𝛼1 is a 

dimensionless constant, the wave Stoke drift at the ocean surface is 𝑢𝑠0, and 𝐾 is the wave number. 
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Terray et al.(1996) suggested enhanced values for the TKED relative to the LOW in the upper 

ocean, and this enhanced vertical TKED resulted from the wind-wave field. They reported three 

vertical layers (Terray et al., 1996): 

𝜀𝑊𝑎𝑣𝑒(𝑧) =

{
 
 

 
 0.3𝛼1(

𝑢∗
3

𝐻𝑠
)(
𝑧𝑏
𝐻𝑠
)−2                        𝑧 < 𝑧𝑏

0.3𝛼1(
𝑢∗
3

𝐻𝑠
)(

𝑧

𝐻𝑠
)−2          𝑧𝑏 ⩽ 𝑧 ⩽ 𝑧𝑡

𝑢∗
3

(𝑘𝑧)
                                            𝑧 > 𝑧𝑡

                                                                                 (C2) 

The vertical TKED had a constant uniform value due to the breaking waves from the water surface 

to a depth of ’’breaking depth’’, 𝑧𝑏 = 0.6𝐻𝑠, here 𝐻𝑠 is a significant wave height. For simplicity, 

the wave height 𝐻 = 2 < 𝜂 > (Table 1) and significant wave height 𝐻𝑠 are considered equal in 

our experiment. In this layer, the TKED is assumed to be an order of magnitude larger than the 

LOW. Bellow the breaking layer, the TKED is decreased downward to ’’transition depth’’, 𝑧𝑡 =

0.3𝐻𝑠
�̅�

𝑢𝑎∗
, and bellow that the TKED follows the behavior of the LOW. �̅� is an effective wave 

speed that it is determined to be dominated by the short waves and equals to �̅�  ≈ 1 m/s (Gemmrich 

et. al., 2010). 𝛼1 is defined as a function of wave age 
𝑐𝑝

𝑢𝑎∗
, where 𝑐𝑝 is the phase velocity of the 

waves.   

 

𝛼1 = {
0.5 (

𝑐𝑝

𝑢𝑎∗
) (

𝜌

𝜌𝑎
)
1

2                 
𝑐𝑝

𝑢𝑎∗
⩽ 11

12(
𝑐𝑝

𝑢𝑎∗
)−

1

3(
𝜌

𝜌𝑎
)
1

2               
𝑐𝑝

𝑢𝑎∗
> 11 

                                                                                                    (C3) 
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Appendix D: 

          Modified grid-generated turbulence model 

 

We postulate that in the presence of external heat sources in our experiment there is the following 

relationship between total water temperature variance (𝜃2) created by grid (𝜃𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑑
2 ) and external 

heat flux (𝜃𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒
2 ) : 

𝜃2 = 𝜃𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑑
2 + 𝜃𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒

2                                                                                                                 (D1)                      

The transport equation (Eq. D1) of the temperature variance can then be rewritten as follows: 

−
<𝑈>

2

𝑑<𝜃𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑑
2 >

𝑑𝑥
≈ <  𝜒 > +

<𝑈>

2

𝑑<𝜃𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒
2 >

𝑑𝑥
                                                                               (D2)   

Similaryly for the TKED, in the presence of additional source of velocity fluctuation (for example 

due to uneven walls), we can modify Eq. A4 to become  

−
<𝑈>

2

𝑑<𝑞𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑑
2 >

𝑑𝑥
≈ < 𝜀 > + (

<𝑈>

2

𝑑<𝑞𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑑
2 >

𝑑𝑥
)                                                                                          (D3) 

Here < 𝑞𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑑
2 > and < 𝑞𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑑

2 > is the mean turbulent kinetic energy created by the grid and either 

wall of the tank or the convection, respectively.   
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Appendix E: 

       Spectrum 

 

Spectrum function (S (ω), 𝜔 is angular frequency and equals to 𝜔 = 2𝜋𝑓 (f is frequency)) of a 

time series data, 𝐹(t), shows the strength of variations as a function of frequency.  For calculating 

the power spectrum, the autocorrelation of a variable, x(t), should be calculated.  

𝑅(𝑡1, 𝑡2) =  〈𝐹(𝑡1)𝐹(𝑡2)〉                                                                                                           (E1) 

Where 𝑡1 and 𝑡2 are two times. In the case of wide-sense stationary random processes, the 

autocorrelation is only related to the time difference (𝜏 =  𝑡2 − 𝑡1).  

𝑅(𝜏) =  〈𝐹(𝑡)𝐹(𝑡 + 𝜏)〉                                                                                                              (E2) 

Let F(ω) denote the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function 𝑅(𝜏) 

𝐹(𝜔) =  
1

2𝜋
∫ 𝑅(𝜏) 𝑒−𝑖𝜔𝜏
∞

−∞
𝑑𝜏                                                                                                    (E3) 

For 𝜏 = 0, the F(ω) equals to spectrum function  

𝑆 (𝜔) = 𝐹𝜏=0(𝜔)                                                                                                                         (E4) 

Since the structure of turbulence parameters are more interested in space rather than time, we need 

to calculate autocorrelation in space.  

The autocorrelation in space is calculated through an analogy way of the autocorrelation in time. 

Therefore, the spatial autocorrelation for two points, 𝑥1 and 𝑥2 = 𝑥1 + 𝑥𝑑 (xd is the difference 

between two points), defines as 

𝑅(𝑥0) =  〈𝐹(𝑡, 𝑥1)𝐹(𝑡, 𝑥1 + 𝑥𝑑)〉                                                                                               (E5) 

Spectrum function (S (𝐾), 𝐾is wave number and equals to 𝐾 = 2𝜋𝜆 (𝜆 is wave length) ) can be 

formulated as  
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𝐹(𝐾) =  
1

2𝜋
∫ 𝑅(𝑥𝑑) 𝑒

−𝑖𝐾𝑥𝑑
∞

−∞
𝑑                                                                                                  (E6) 

For 𝑥𝑑 = 0, the F(ω) equals to spectrum function  

𝑆 (𝜔) = 𝐹𝑥𝑑=0(𝜔)                                                                                                                       (E7) 
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Appendix F: 

       Vertical Microstructure Profiler (VMP) – 200 

 

The VMP_200 (is built by Rockland Scientific International Inc. (RSI)) is an instrument designed 

to record the ocean's two main physical parameters, temperature variability, and velocity shear 

that. It measures the parameter on vertical scales of less than a millimeter. In addition, the 

instrument has the ability to measure other parameters of the ocean, like conductivity and pressure. 

The VMP-200 was designed for depth between 0-500 m. It has 2 shear probes (figure 13), 1 

thermistor probe (figure 14), and 1 conductivity probe. 

 

 Figure 13.  Figure (a) shows the four probes of the VMP and a schematic of the shear probe and 

angle of attack presents in figure (b) (www.rocklandscientific.com). 

 

http://www.rocklandscientific.com/
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Figure. 14 The image of the tip of the thermistor probe (www.rocklandscientific.com). 

 

The shear probe measures cross-stream velocity fluctuation to its data collecting direction. The 

probe is an air-foil shear probe. The length of the shear probe is 13 mm long that half of it is 

anchored by covering stainless steel sting, and the other half will generate a charge when it bends 

by pressure created by cross-stream velocity fluctuation. Imagine there is a cross-stream 

fluctuation, 𝑤′, and a mean axial velocity < 𝑈 > that passes the probe tip. The resultant of the 

velocities, 𝑉𝑅, creates an angle of attack, α which it is better not to increase more than 12 degree 

(See appendix C). The velocity components produce a lift force over the shear probe, and the 

charge produced by the probe is proportional to the lift force 

𝐹 ~𝜌 < 𝑈 > 𝑤′                                                                                                                           (F1) 

The capacitor changes the charge to the voltage, resulting in the velocity shear (
𝜕𝑤′

𝜕𝑥
) to be 

measured. Collecting data by VMP occurs in two manners. The first manner is when the VMP is 

moving through the water like when it falls down or rises up vertically through column water. The 
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other way is when the VMP is stationary, and flow passes the probe, such as the VMP mounted 

horizontally in the tank. 

In General, the TKED (𝜀) is calculated by (Saarenrinne and Piirto 2000) 

𝜀 = 𝜈 <
𝜕𝑢𝑗

′

𝜕𝑥𝑖
(
𝜕𝑢𝑖

′

𝜕𝑥𝑗
+
𝜕𝑢𝑗

′

𝜕𝑥𝑖
) >                                                                                                           (F2) 

For Homogeneous and isotropic turbulence, the relation is simplified to  

 𝜀 ≈
15

2
 𝜈 < (

𝜕𝑤′

𝜕𝑥
)2 >                                                                                                                  (F3) 

The equation can also be used for the other five components of shear (
𝜕𝑢′

𝜕𝑧
, 
𝜕𝑢′

𝜕𝑦
, 
𝜕𝑣′

𝜕𝑥
, 
𝜕𝑣′

𝜕𝑧
,
𝜕𝑤′

𝜕𝑦
). On 

the other three components of the rate of strain (
𝜕𝑢′

𝜕𝑥
, 
𝜕𝑣′

𝜕𝑦
, 
𝜕𝑤′

𝜕𝑧
), the equation is applicable by 

increasing the numerical scale factor from 
15

2
 to 15.  As < (

𝜕𝑤′

𝜕𝑥
)2 > equals to spectrum function; 

therefore the equation F3 can is rewritten to   

𝜀 ≈
15

2
 𝜈 < (

𝜕𝑤′

𝜕𝑥
)2 >≈ 

15

2
 𝜈 ∫ 𝜓(𝐾)𝑑𝐾

∞

0
                                                                                   (F4) 

Where K is wavenumber and 𝜓(𝐾) is the spectrum of velocity shear (see figure 15), 
𝜕𝑤′

𝜕𝑥
. 

The thermistor probe in the VMP measures the temperature variance and by having that the TD 

(𝜀𝜃) will be measured. The TD (𝜀𝜃) is given by (Bluteau et al., 2017)  

 𝜒 ≈ 2𝐾𝜃 < (𝛻𝜃)2 >                                                                                                                  (F5) 

For isotrpic turbulence, the TD (𝜀𝜃) is simplified to (Bluteau et al., 2017) 

 𝜒 ≈ 6 𝐾𝜃 < (
𝜕𝜃

𝜕𝑧
)2 >                                                                                                                  (F6) 

As < (
𝜕𝜃

𝜕𝑧
)2 > equals to spectrum function; therefore the equation F3 is rewritten to (Bluteau et al. 

2017 and Bogucki and Domaradzki 2012) 
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 𝜒 ≈ 6 𝐾𝜃 < (
𝜕𝜃

𝜕𝑧
)2 > ≈  6 𝐾𝜃 ∫ 𝛷(𝐾)𝑑𝐾

∞

0
                                                                                (F7)                                                                                                           

 

 

Fig.15 The velocity shear spectrum for the mean flow velocity of 0.183 m/s at the depth z= 0.05 

m. 

 

𝛷(𝐾) is one-sided temperature gradient spectral (see figure 16). For calculating the 𝜀𝜃A thermistor 

probe, which is a metal-oxide resistor, is mounted at the VMP. The metal-oxide resistor has a large 

negative temperature-coefficient of resistance (𝛼~ − 0.04 𝐶−1) that makes them usable for 

detecting small temperature fluctuations. The PF07 thermistor (Figure 14) is usually used for the 

temperature sensor. The black dot at the tip of the probe is its sensing element (metal-oxide bead) 

with 180 μm diameter. The sensing tip is mounted into a glass substrate with a thickness of 50 μm. 

The bead is fused on to a bulbous glass substrate with a 2mm diameter that makes a rod of 10 mm 

length epoxied into a stainless sting. A single-pole response function (see Eq. F8) was used to 

correct the FP07 thermistor data (Lueck et al. 1977).  
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𝐻2(𝑓) =   ( 
1

1+(𝑓/𝑓𝑐)2
)2                                                                                                                            (F8) 

Where 𝐻(𝑓) is the response function and the relationship between water temperature spectrum 

(𝑇0(𝑓)) and observed water temperature spectrum (𝑇𝑚(𝑓)) is 𝐻(𝑓) =  𝑇𝑚(𝑓) / 𝑇0(𝑓). 𝑓 is the 

frequency and  can be substituted by 𝑓 = < 𝑈 > �̂� (where �̂� is the cyclical wavenumber, �̂� =

𝐾/2𝜋).  𝑓𝑐 is filter cutoff frequency, which presents 3 db drop for a single-pole filter function. The 

cutoff frequency is related to mean current speed (< 𝑈 >), 𝑓𝑐 = 𝑓0  < 𝑈 > 𝑝, where 𝑓0  and 𝑝 are 

thermistor dependent (Bogucki et al. 2012).  

 

Fig.16 The temperature variance spectrum for the mean flow velocity of 0.183 m/s at the depth 

z= 0.05 m. 
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Appendix G: 

       Angle of attack: 

 

In fluid dynamics, the angle of attack, α, (See figure 13 of appendix B) is the angle between the 

oncoming flow and a reference line on the body. In our experiment, the angle of attack is between 

the sensors and water flow passing the sensors, by increasing the angle of attack, the error of the 

instrument results increases. The experiment was conducted to determine the effects of angle of 

attack on the results. The experiment was done in the ASIST tank of RSMAS at the University of 

Miami (See figure 9). The tank set-up was the same as the power-law experiment. The velocity of 

the flow was 0.185 m/s, and the heater was full power. The VMP mounted at x/M = 37at the 

depth of x D = 25cm from the water surface. In the beginning, the VMP was horizontally, and then, 

the angle of the VMP and horizontal line (angle of attack) increased to 18.3 degrees.  

By increasing the angle of attack up to 12 degree, the TKED is approximately constant (Figure 

17). For the angle more than 12 degrees, the error starts to go up, and at the 18.3 degrees, the value 

of ε increases to 60 percent more than when the VMP is horizontal (α=0). The tip of the shear 

sensor is the sensitive element of the probe and measures the velocity shear. By passing the flow 

through the sensor, a boundary layer separation point creates over the probe stem, which makes 

extra turbulence at the boundary layer. When the angle of attack increases, the separation point 

created on the stem of the probe moves toward the tip of the probe. At the angle of 14, the tip starts 

to feel the separation point, and that is the reason there is a jump in results at this angle. Therefore, 

for having good results with less than 20 percent error, the angle of attack should be less than 14 

degrees. For the scalar fluctuation, like temperature, the angle of attack does not affect results as 

much as the TKED because the velocity has a small effect on the temperature fluctuation.  
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Figure 18 shows that increasing the angle of attack causes a decrease in the εθ and by reaching to 

18.3 degrees, the results decrease 25 percent. From 0 to 10 degree angle, the value of  εθ/εθ0 

(εθ0 is TD when the VMP is in its initial position (horizontally), α = 0) does not go less than 0.80 

and the average is about 0.92 and for angle bigger than 10 degree, the average of  εθ/εθ0 reaches 

to 0.78. In general, when the angle of attack is less than 12, the results of shear and thermistor 

probe are reliable.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 17.  The effect of the angle of attack on the ε is presented. The X-axis shows the angle of 

VMP toward the horizon and the Y-axis shows the change ratio of the ε by increasing the angle 

of attack. The ε0 is the TKED at the angle of attack α=0. 
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Fig. 18.  shows the effects of angle of attack ( VMP Angle) on the εθ. X-axis shows the angle of 

VMP toward the horizon, and Y-axis shows the change ratio of εθ by increasing the angle of 

attack. The εθ0is the TD at the angle of attack α=0. 
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Appendix H: 

       Gravity-capillary wave slope data: 

 

A surface slope gauge is used to measure the 2D wave’s surface slope. From below, a narrow 

vertical laser beam is emitted through the water. After touching the water surface, the laser beam 

refracts at an angle dependent on the instantaneous surface slope so that way the surface slope is 

measured.  

 

Fig. 19 The surface slope spectrum for the mean flow velocity of 0.183 m/s. 

 

The 2D surface slope is presented in terms of the directional wavenumber spectrum P such that  

〈g2〉 = ∫ ∫ P(Kx, Ky) dKxdKy = ∫ ∫ P(K, ∅)K dKd∅ = 
+π

−π

+∞

0
∫ S(K)dK
+∞

0
 

+∞

−∞

+∞

−∞
                 (H1)                                      

Where 〈g2〉 is the mean square surface slope, S(K) is omnidirectional slope spectrum,             k =

√Kx2 + Ky2 (kx and Ky are wave number in x and y direction, respectively) and ∅ is azimuth angle. 

In the present paper, the one-dimensional surface slope spectrum is calculated due to that the flow 
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moves through the x-direction and only Kx is important. The surface slope spectrum for flow 

velocity of 0.183 m/s is plotted in figure 19. The range of K = 18.35 – 23.6 cpm is considered as 

a maximum K due to wave instability.  

 


